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Hello and welcome…. To issue 76.
Did we all enjoy last months bumper issue? Of course
we did… it was a cracker wasn’t it? Those that follow
and read us know that we strive to bring you a fresh,
unbiased and exciting magazine every month and
we would like to think we do so. Thanks to you,
our readers and contributors. We cannot thank you
enough.
Now then, onto carp business… its that time of year
when the lakes up and down the country sees the carp
getting their annual spawning ritual going on…. The
reeds and the shallows are getting smashed to bits,
the water is frothier than my wifes coffee, and the carp
have only one thing on their minds… so please please
let them get on with it. You may miss a 48 hour session
of fishing…but so what? They will still be there when
you get back…
And the next thing… take EXTRA carp care kits with
you at this time of year, treat every little sore, wound
and welt that you see on the fish from their spawning
activities and pretty soon they should all be happy
and healthy and running you ragged again in no time!
For the sake of a few pence you can and will make the
difference to future trophy shots.
That’s all for now so keep those writing, catch reports
and pictures coming. We welcome them all here!!
Email us at the usual addresses:brian.dixon@talkingcarp.co.uk
mark@talkingcarp.co.uk
mark.galli@talkingcarp.co.uk
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One of the biggest
commons in England
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Crowy lands Butthead at 64lb

Simon Crow
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One of the biggest commons in England was landed in late May when
Avid Carp’s Simon Crow slipped his net under the mighty Butthead from
Girton Main Lake weighing a staggering 64lb. The giant common has
packed on the weight over the last 20-odd years, since first making a
name for itself in Pendle View Fishery, Lancashire, as a 20-pounder. It
steadily grew to just over 50lb in Pendle View before being sold to AJS
Fisheries in 2016, who stocked it into Girton. It then went 18 months
before it was first caught from its new home, and today it remains one of
the trickiest fish to catch in the 70-acre Nottinghamshire venue.

Commenting on his catch, Simon revealed: “Butthead is a very
unpredictable big carp, doing random captures here and there. I’ve been
busy fishing a variety of different waters for work this year, but knowing it
has made an appearance a few times in late May/early June it seemed
the best time to give it some
attention. I set aside the last
week in May and the first two
weeks of June.
“I pay a lot of attention to catch
data, studying the dates and
times when fish get caught, and
the tactics they fall to. From
what I could ascertain, Butthead
is more of a loner than a pack
fish, and with Girton containing
a lot of carp (it’s been flooded by
the nearby Cove Lake a couple
of times), I decided to target
the areas where the majority
of the fish weren’t. The middle
section was the obvious choice
as Butthead has been out from
there before. I’d been talking
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talking to another member, Simon Tolley, about this approach over the
winter, as Si had a similar outlook to myself. We only wanted to catch the
biggest fish in the lake.
“Neither of us caught much to shout about when the fish began to wake
up in April, but when Si caught the number three fish at 46lb in mid-May
(catching no other carp but that one) we knew it was worth persevering
with. It takes the right mindset to fish like this because on a lake like
Girton you’re always seeing other people catching. Even to experienced
carpers, you then start getting negative thoughts about your approach, so
you need a lot of tunnel vision to keep on track.
“When I arrived to the lake on Sunday 22nd May, I had the intentions of
targeting the same area Si had caught his 46lb. Luckily there was no-one
in there. Four nights later I’d not had a bite but at 5.45pm on the Thursday
the line tightened up on my left-hand rod at 80 yards range. I knew
straight away it was a big fish because it just went where it wanted to. I
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could do nothing with it.
“Some thirty minutes later, after having waded four swims down to my left
(and they are big gaps between swims on a 70-acre pit), I finally caught
sight of what was on the other end. When it rolled over the net chord it
could only be one fish. The rule on the lake is you have to get someone to
help you with the A-Team carp, and within no time seven lads were in my
swim weighing and helping with the photos.
“At 64lb it was an amazing carp to be holding and I couldn’t have asked
for a better bunch of lads to be sharing the moment with. A special thanks
to Simon Tolley for the photo and to Lee Metcalfe for doing some video.”
The giant
common tripped
up on a DNA
Baits Bug
wafter hookbait
fished at 80
yards range to
a gravel area,
over a bed of
Bug boilies,
corn and hemp.
The winning
rig comprised
of a 15lb Avid
Captive hooklink
with the outer
coating stripped
off and a size 6
Avid Armorok
hook connected
to 15lb Camo
Outline.
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Talking Point
with Julian Cundiff

Julian Cundiff
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Talking Point…
Life outside of Carp Fishing
with Julian Cundiff & Brian Dixon
Brian: This month we will take things into a different direction.. and
talk about something that can easily become a problem. As much
as we all love our hobby, it can, and has, become an obsession for
some. Even to the point where husbands and wives have divorced,
partners and families have split, jobs have been left behind. It can,
and has happened… Please do not think we are being melodramatic
here, as it has happened, time and again. So this moth we welcome
back your friend and ours, Mr Julian Cundiff, to discuss life outside
carp fishing.
Jules: And welcome back indeed mate....sounds like an interesting

topic and one that probably applies to anyone infected with ' Carp
Fever '. I guess there are some people who can take it or leave it
but by it's very nature carp fishing is addictive as results can come
quickly especially in this day and age where there are few secrets and
a wealth of information out there. The more you catch the more you
want to catch and inevitably you rob time and attention....and money
from one ( or more) areas of your life to fuel the passion....and so it
begins. Funnily enough I'm typing this ( and my Total Carp ) piece on
Thursday 2nd June the Queens Jubilee. Being retired bank holidays
really don't exist in my life anymore so rather than compete on busy
waters I'm getting my work done.
Love the Queen so I hope she forgives me and I don't have to return
the OBE....Anyway back on course....
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Brian: You yourself know all too well how
carp fishing can take over your life. I think it
is fair to say you have witnessed it over the
years. At what point in your angling career
did you realise that there is a slippery path if
you are not too careful?
Jules: Having fished from 1976 and got

involved in ' specimen hunting ' in 1979
I soon realized that fishing, never mind
carp fishing was addictive and at a cost.
My friend from school ' Domers ' was the
coolest, cleverest dude ever ( he looked
like Phil Lynott, was gifted academically
and came from a well off family ) yet
From day one I went full tilt
ended up fishing all the time and on the
be it coarse, match or
dole . As a member of the NASG / NASA
specimen hunting
I read plenty of articles about men who'd
given up everything just to fish for pike ( Webb ), eels ( Sidley ) etc
and it looked kinda sad to me. I didn't need carp fishing to show me
that fishing could be a slippery path...
Brian: unfortunately it is a path I also found myself on once upon a time
and it did in fact cost me a relationship at one point in my life…. But
things work out and life could not be better for me right now. I have found
that we need balance, we need to sometimes switch off, take a step
back, have a breather…. And getting involved in other hobbies can help
massively. Myself, I am a huge fan of American Football, Ice Hockey and
Formula 1 stock cars, and when I am watching these either on tv or at
live events, I switch off from social media content, carp fishing in general
and concentrate on what is in front of me. Once your kit is away in the
garage… what occupies your time?

Julian Cundiff
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Jules: Looking back

I've been lucky / clever
enough that carp fishing
has only cost me one
thing that I regret to be
honest ( a relationship
from 1989 to 1999 ) so
I've no real complaints
bearing in mind what
it's given me / I've
achieved. I'm blessed
in that before I even
I'd seen KISS three times before I even caught fished I'd been to a rock
a carp
concert ( KISS May 1976
Manchester Free Trade Hall ) and before I carp fished I had lots of
girlfriends, motorbikes etc. I'm one of those people who when they
like something they never unlike it so no matter how much I love
carp fishing my music, girls, motorbikes etc were never going to
be dumped. I do think that many people who don't know me on a
personal level would be very surprised ( maybe not if they follow me
on social media ) at what else there is to my life. To be honest the list
is crazy .....in no particular order
Music, gigs, cycling, gym, Netflix , Prime, Sky, talking to groups about
my life in court, book collecting, KISS collecting, house maintenance,
running, village work, family, friends, writing,
podcasts, social media work, F1, MotoGP, American Football etc
etc.... My carp fishing is neither less NOR more important than any of
the above but it BIZARRELY enough it fits round them and
they fit round it .
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Brian: Its all about priorities
really, I don’t think anyone can
argue with that. Family first
and foremost, close friends
and loved ones. These are the
people who will be there in your
life if carp fishing wasn’t. Make
sure you spend time with family,
take breaks, have days out,
go for a meal… and don’t be
wearing camo when you do!!
Jules: I do like the idea of

' priorities ' but priorities
depend on many factors to be
honest. In winter going carp
fishing or cycling is probably
less of a priority than summer
and so on . Prior to retiring
from court ( I did my stint
at 38 years ) work was always
Back in the nineties it never stopped
right up there but obviously
that huge time swallower has now gone ( sadly to some extent ).
Priority wise if pushed I'd say :My own health ( without that I'm no good to me or others )
Family and family health
Commitments to my fishing business ( Nash , magazines and social
media )
Fishing

Julian Cundiff
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So it comes in at 4 but don't hate
me......
Brian: What about commitment to
sponsors and magazines and such…
back in the day you were at the
forefront of carp angling, with VHS
videos being made, magazines to
write for, and edit too, on top of your
work for some major companies
such as Nash and Daiwa. Today its
all done with the aid of technology,
a little digital software know how
and emails. Most trophy shots are
done with the camera feature on our
phones and emails back and forth are
commonplace… but back then it was
a different world, much different. How
on earth did you find the time…. Your
postman must have loved you!!

Work was always a priority

Jules: Funny you should say that

mate as I do smile when I see
anglers complaining about burnout
in the modern era , especially
those working in the trade. In the
nineties not only was I working
set hours full time, had a house to
run, family, music and so on but I
was editing two magazines, writing
weekly and monthly columns
galore, wrote five books, did six
videos, conferences, slide shows,
answered thirty plus letters a week,

Somewhere in North Yorkshire
putting in the miles on the bike
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fished at least three overnighters a week, was a consultant for
Nutrabaits, Nash, Fox and Daiwa.. .....and still got laid !! The world
was a very different place then and everything took lots more effort
as it was either handwritten or occasionally typed. Social media
did not exist and everything was via the post. Thirty to
forty letters a week was not unusual ......never mind the fishing
business letters and stuff too. Without blowing smoke up my own ****
too much I can't think of anyone who had a job outside of angling
AND put that in too ?
Answers on a postcard.....
Brian: Did you ever reach a point where you felt you were burning out?
So….. did you stop it in time?

Jules: Yes absolutely when it came to catching fish. In 1993 I
caught 43 x 20's in a year mainly doing after work overnighters
which certainly was a
Yorkshire record then.
In 1994 I did the same
but with 45 x 20's . The
last two were caught
in early November and
as always self take /
slide film shot. When
the slides came back I
looked at the fish and
genuinely could not
recall the captures in
any detail. They had
just become numbers
Specimen hunting with my pal Eric Hodson.
I knew to keep a balance
and when I looked at

Julian Cundiff
my face I was looking tatty,
worn out, pale and had the
thousand yard stare of the
disconnected. Without a
shadow a doubt I was fishing
for numbers to impress others
and not for the love of it. A
holiday abroad was booked and
I can honestly say that from
November 1994 to June 2022 (
some 28 years later ) I've done
it for me no bugger else. Hence
I've never blown out, never lost
my love for it and still keep
doing it .
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My health has always been number 1
priority. Running the hills in Tenerife

Brian: Even today, you still appear to be extremely busy… in fact probably
non stop with your fishing, bike riding, concerts, your private life, and you
still seem extremely motivated. What advice would you give to anyone
struggling?
Jules: I am very motivated mate, very motivated indeed BECAUSE

I do it on my own terms. I may have commitments business wise for
Nash, Total Carp, Talking Carp, Carp Fisher, CARPology and the like
but in no way do they impact on my love of it. If they did they'd stop
tomorrow I assure you.
Every single one of those gets considerably more than I'm contracted
to do because I go over and above what is needed but that's pride
in work that mum and dad ( and Tim Paisley ) instilled into me. If
people are struggling with their fishing I'd always advise time out....
even if it is just a few days. Be honest with yourself. What do you want

Talking Point
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out of fishing and where you are fishing does that give you it ? The
right choice of water is so important and from personal observations
is where many go wrong. If that's not sorted you will struggle. My
prime consideration is water choice. Do I like the look of the water ?
Is it quiet enough ? Is it w****r free ? Are the fish big enough to make
me give 100% ? If it's a yes that's my starting point. Be honest with
yourself.
Don't give a hoot what others are doing or catching . Avoid negative
people and situations. Put your carp fishing into context. If you are
healthy you are happy. Avoid crap food and ' substances '.
Just simple stuff....

Some 28 years later and I just do it for me

Julian Cundiff
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Brian: This has been a fascinating insight to life behind the scenes, in
particular, your life, and we thank you for your time and allowing us to
look a little deeper than most.
I know I speak for us both Jules when I say that mental health has
become far more talked about, and awareness has been greatly
improved, and if you read this and find one or two points hitting home
then don’t be afraid to reach out.. there are people who will listen.
On that note I would like to wish you all well for another month, and
remember Jules can be found on his social media pages (or drop him an
old fashioned letter…I’m sure his postie wont mind! haha).
Until next month… tight lines and wobbly bobbins.
Jules: Absolutely Brian loved it. Believe me I have awful times too and

have to kick my own *** at times. Some days I don't feel it all but it
passes and as long as you wake up each day you are winning. You can
always DM me on
social media of
course....
See you next
month
Jules
Facebook Julian
Cundiff Angling
Instagram
julescundiff
Twitter @
juliancundiff

WWW.NUTRABAITS.NET
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No Wraps .....

by Brian Skoyles
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No Wraps .....

No Wraps ….
I love my summer evening fishing. I travel light, put the polaroids on,
and go walkabout. If someone was to ask me how many wraps out I
am likely to be fishing however, the answer would be none. In fact,
it’s quite possible I wouldn’t cast a bait out all evening …. On the
other hand, I could well lower a bait in more than once, because my
sole focus will be on the margins.
I see lots of posts on social media asking advice on how to hit 25
wraps plus. Advice that any self-respecting carp rod, must have a
tc of at least 3.5lbs and heaven forbid it doesn’t have a 50mm butt
ring, but I rarely see posts about how to effectively fish the margins,
which is a shame, as it’s my experience that given the chance carp
like to spend a lot of their time there.
Basically, my approach is a three stage process. The length of time
spent on each will vary, but usually the third stage, actually fishing,
is the shortest, because if you get the other two right, the fishing
becomes easy.
………………………………………….…………………………………

1)Finding ….
The carp we are hoping
to find are fairly bulky
fish, so they cannot
move around the
margins without giving
themselves away. I find
it exciting to slowly
make my way around
the lake, pausing
regularly to check out
all the clues I hope to
find.

Brian Skoyles
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Shaking stems …
In calm conditions, this is
an easy one to spot. Carp
working their way through
the reed stems often
make then sort of jerk or
vibrate. When its windy
it’s much harder to spot
but not impossible, as
the swaying of the reed,
caused by the wind, tends
to be smoother and contrasts to the sharper movements caused by
fish. I always view reed movements as a positive indication of active
fish and a viable area to fish. Baits, either floating of sinking, placed
along the edge can encourage fish to come out of the reeds, and at
worst you know you are close to active fish.

Vibrating lily pads …
Another very positive indication of fish subsurface. Big fish
under the pads can produce all sorts of movement, from lifting to
individual pads vibrating. Whole pads lifting is a very positive clue,
but vibrations can also
be caused by small
fish, like rudd, are less
reliable. Taking the time
to tempt fish to feed near
the edges, rather than in
the middle of pads can
be very productive, but
you need the right gear,
as it is almost always hit
and hold fishing.
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Scum lines …
Scum lines are
normally made of
floating debris,
leaves, petals, dust
etc. but if the wind
has drifted debris
into an area it will
also have drifted food
items to the same
area as well. They
rarely look attractive
areas to fish, but fish do find food and security under scum lines,
and they can often be productive. Spotting fish can be tricky as you
cannot see through the scum, I like to scatter a few floaters into the
scum as it can sometimes produce a response.

Vortexes …
As you walk along the margin, vortexes (or vortices if you are an
English language specialist) can be an indication of two things. One
you’ve spooked them, so you need to be slower and quieter as you
continue your walk
round, or two there
are fish actively
feeding and you
have hit the jackpot.
No need to walk
any further you’ve
found your spot.
The trouble is how
do you know which
is which. A spooked
fish will normally
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leave signs as it leaves the area and of course the vortexing will
stop. If it’s actively feeding fish the vortexing will continue. Not
always nonstop, but often enough for you to know the fish is still
there and feeding. The problem then becomes, how do you get a bait
into the water without a feeding fish becoming a spooked fish. There
is no easy answer, but patience helps as you can sometimes spot a
pattern of movement that gives you a chance to lower the bait in.

Clouding up …
In many ways clouding up, as a clue to fish activity, is similar to
vortexing, except if you arrive at a spot and it is already clouded
up, you have no idea what has caused it and is it ongoing. It has to
be watch and wait to see how things pan out. If fresh clouds of silt
appear it’s game on. If the silt drops out of the water and the cloud
dissipates it’s time to walk on.

Snags and overhanging trees …
Are natural holding areas, and always worth a close look. If you
know the lake well, you might well know which of the snags or
trees are a good bet so they can be a good starting place. If I find
fish under trees or in
snaggy area, I prefer to
be patient and spend
time trying to encourage
the fish to either come
out of the snags or at
least come to the edges.
I see no point in putting
a bait into an area, that
realistically I have little
chance of getting a
hooked fish out of!
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Actual sightings …
What more can you
ask for, if you can
actually see the fish?
Quite a lot actually.
The huge advantage
of actually seeing the
fish is it gives you
the chance to assess
how catchable they
are. Are they relaxed
and feeding possibly sucking on vegetation or inspecting debris?
Or just casually patrolling the margin, but not obviously feeding.
Maybe moving purposefully on a mission, not thinking of food. If in
the pads are they inspecting pads, maybe sucking at possible food
items? If in the snags are they just stationary, just chilling out, what
are the chances they will come out? Vital clues, that tell you what to
do next.
…………………………………………………………………………………

2)Tackle and Tactics …
Selecting rods and reels is not as straightforward as you might
think. All the fishing is going to be up close and personal. A strike
can result in an explosion of power from an angry fish that is not
far off the rod end. Unless the gear is appropriate and balanced
then hook-pulls and/or line breakages can result. The reel choice is
not too difficult, my preference is the Daiwa 4000GS, teamed with
15lb Sensor line. Rods need to have a reasonably through action
to cushion the initial lunges. I use two, a 10ft 2¾ tc Powermesh for
fishing on the bottom and a 12ft X45 Floater Special for any surface
work. The longer floater rod enables me to lower a bait further along
the margin away from where I’m standing, when using surface baits.
I have a medium sized bucket which carries the rig bits for both top
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and bottom fishing and a range of baits which usually includes a few
boilies, a pot of glugged hookbaits, some pellets, sweetcorn, bread
crust and mixers. Mobility is essential so everything is pared down
to make it easy to carry. Spare gear can always be left in the car.
The two rods are set-up at the car. The 10ft with a simple Korda
run-rig system and a fluorocarbon hooklength of about 8 inches.
Normally I’m a fan of a lead clip system but it’s a bit of a no no in
this situation. You need to keep the line slack to avoid line bites
and with a lead clip you would not get any indication if a hooked
fish moved towards you. The floater rod has just a hook on the
end, usually a size 8 Korda Mixa for bread or a banded size 10 if the
likelihood is I will be using mixers or similar.
…………………………………………………………………………………

3)Priming and Fishing ….
Priming is basically taking the time to introduce a bit of your chosen
bait to the fish you are targeting, before you lower your hook-bait
into the same spot. It’s not quite the same as baiting up as it has to
be much more subtle than that. You are basically just trying to focus
the fish on one spot which will soon have your hookbait. The
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balance between priming a swim and actually fishing it will very
much depend on what you have found on your walk round.
Generally speaking, I usually find one of three situations.
Confidently feeding fish … I would normally use the minimum of
free bait in this situation as there is a risk of spooking fish as you
introduce it. Priming isn’t really necessary as you’ve hit the jackpot,
it’s really just a case of getting a hookbait into the zone as carefully
as you can.
If the carp are in the upper layers, and I have the chance, then
possibly a few mixers and the odd bit of crust, to focus their
minds, but that’s it. As soon as anything is taken I carefully lower
a freelined bait in the area. I make sure the clutch is set to just give
line, then watch for a large mouth to suck my bait in, then its game
on! I don’t mind if small fish attack my hookbait and move it about,
as I believe it encourages the bigger fish to investigate.
If the feeding activity is on the bottom, with regular swirls, tail
patterns etc. then I’m not going to use any free bait, usually opting
to just lower a glugged wafter and a small PVA bag. I slacken the
clutch and lay the rod on the ground, making sure the line is slack to
the lead, I don’t want any fish spooking off the line. I normally have a
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bivvy peg to hand, which is pushed into the ground in front of
the reel stem in case of a violent take that takes me by surprise. I
concentrate on watching the slack line as it often gives clues to fish
activity subsurface.
Sporadic signs of feeding fish … The question is, can you turn
sporadic signs of fish into confident feeding fish, and the only way
to find out, is to spend time finding out. It’s all about being patient
and using a bit of bait to try to firm up the activity.
If there are signs of fish moving amongst the pads, then time spent
flicking mixers or crust into the pads can often pay dividends. It
can take time for the fish to respond, but if they do respond then a
hookbait positioned on the edge of a lily pad can be the perfect trap,
as most of your line is hidden by the pad. It’s not unusual for me
to spend most of the evening feeding and watching and only a few
minutes with a hook-bait actually in the water.
The exact opposite approach can work where the fish are moving
reed stems. You have to tempt those fish in the reeds to come out
and hopefully find your hookbait, but for this to be effective I prefer
to have my trap set before, rather than after, they come out. I watch
the stems carefully for a while, then position my hookbait as close
as I dare. Then I start
to drip feed free bait
into the area of the
hookbait. Takes can
take you by surprise,
so this has to be
“High Alert” fishing,
as you have to fish
with a tight clutch to
make sure the fish
doesn’t get too far
into the reeds once
hooked. I also often
keep flicking a few
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floaters into the reeds as
well. I’ve lost count of the
number of times that fish
have started taking them,
even when there have been
no obvious signs of surface
activity at the start of feeding.
One of the hardest
observations to deal with
tactically is when the signs
are vague. As you watch,
you catch odd signs of fish
patrolling the margin. They
look relaxed, which is good, but they aren’t showing any signs of
feeding. They’re just sort of, wandering about, so the question is
can you arouse their interest in any of your baits? It’s tricky. I have
on occasions just put out a bit of crust or a glugged floater in front
of a casually patrolling fish and had it taken, but more often than
not it alerts the fish to danger, and it just swims off. Possibly my
preferred approach would be to introduce some free bait then just
watch and wait, hoping for a reaction.

Nothing obvious …
Basically, it might not be your night, you’ve walked round a couple
of times and you are struggling, have seen no visible clues. Having
said that, you know the fish have to be somewhere, so the best
option is to try to develop a couple of spots. I prefer a couple of
handfuls of glugged pellets for this and just select likely spots, bait
them up and sit and watch. I would normally have my bottom rod
actually fishing during this time, with fingers well and truly crossed
.
……………………………………………………………………………………
That’s it then “No Wraps” carping. I’m sure there are more than a
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few of you that having read this will be thinking, what world is he
living in?
He needs to take a reality check …. I work all week and at the
weekend I’m lucky if I get a swim. I’ve had to train for several weeks
to stand a chance in the 6-00 a.m. bucket race. I’ve spent a fortune
on having my van converted with enough power to keep my phone,
i-pad, and coolbox up and running for a quick 48hr sesh.
All perfectly valid reason to ignore the “No Wraps” approach, and
I totally accept that it is not for everyone, or that every water lends
itself to the approach, but take it from me it’s great fun and perfect
for a couple of hours in the evening. It’s my guess that in most
areas, even the hotbed areas of carp fishing, there is a little water
that’s worth a look. Probably neglected because it’s not got any
huge scaley bangers, or you cannot drive all the way round it. Have
a look around, you might have a little gem on your hands, probably
holds nothing big, so not a pressured water, but plenty of potential
for some serious enjoyment.

One word
of warning
…. “No
Wraps”
fishing can
become
seriously
addictive!
Brian Skoyles
(May 22)
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The Pretty One,
a True Winter 40
by Scott Geezer Grant
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I had booked a week off work from
Boxing Day, and I didn’t have to
go back to work until the day after
New Year’s Day. After my last
session a couple of weeks ago I
knew the area, I needed to be in.
I have found in recent years the
week between Christmas and New
Year can be a good time to be on
the bank. The weather is normally
mild and the fish can be up for it. I
arrived at the Dell just after 0600
oclock and there was only one
other angler on resident Dan. He
was set up in number one.
I had a walk around the lake and
settled on a swim known as the
Ramp. I knew my spots so unless
I see any fish show that will be
my starting point. I took some bits
around to the swim, and it wasn’t
long before the onsite Management
Team Ben & Jake were up and
about. I had a cup of tea with them
and a chat. An hour or so later Jake
offered to take all my gear round
to my swim in the trailer, that will
do nicely. When I got round to the
swim the first thing was to unload
the trailer, then Jake left me to get
on with setting everything up.
I took my time and had a break half
way through with a cup of tea, I sat
on a bucket and just watched the
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water for any signs. I checked the
weather app and rain was forecast
to start in an hour and it would be
raining on and off for the next 3
days!! Great. The pressure was a
respectable 980 but the daytime/
night time temperatures were still
low. Come Wednesday everything
changes with the day/ night
temperatures in double figures.
Unfortunately, if I stayed at home
and waited until Wednesday this
swim would be taken. So, the hard
work begins today and hopefully
throughout the next 5 nights I will
be rewarded. With my tea drunk it
was time

Scott Grant
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time to sit and watch, the
weather was dreadful, the
rain started to come down
it was cold and the wind
was a mild westerly when
I turned up but then turned
into a south/south westerly
blowing straight into me.
For the rest of the day, I
was sat behind my bivvy
door peeking out so I can
still watch the water. It was
horrible, but you’ve got to
to get the rest of the gear sorted
be in it as they say. Later
before the rain comes. With
in the afternoon the rain eased off
everything sorted it was time to get for a couple of hours which allowed
the rods prepped.
me to stretch my legs and sit out
Bait wise I decided for this session I in the fresh air. I still hadn’t seen a
would keep with the creamy toffee, fish show but I was sure they were
I had prepared a bucket of crushed here.
boilies, and a bucket of boilies in
mixed sizes. I also had a bucket
Early evening, I had a lovely meal
of chillie hemp and a few pints of
washed down with a bottle of the
maggots. My plan was to fish the
finest, I was sat outside in complete
same as I did on my last session
darkness and my efforts were
fishing different coloured pop ups
rewarded when I caught a glimpse
over big beds of bait. For me it
of a fish out in front between the
doesn’t matter what time of the year middle and right-hand rod. I saw
it is I always use a lot of bait, some another fish possibly the same
anglers can’t get their head around fish but hard to tell in the dark but
it but it works for me and has done it started to look promising. I sat
for years. On the middle and rightout for another hour or so before I
hand rod, I fished white and yellow retired to the warmth of my bivvy.
creamy toffee, but on the left-hand
Once inside it didn’t take long to
rod I opted for a tutti fruitti pop up.
warm up but with that came the
With all the rods boated out it was
tiredness. Before long I was
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snuggled up in the bag and off to
sleep.
I woke up just after 0700 oclock, I
got up as I was busting for a pee,
the lake looked good for a bite,
even though the weather was still
pretty poor. Once back in the bivvy
I got dressed and put the kettle
on. I stood outside watching the
water coffee in hand. Around 0900
oclock Dan moved up to the airfield
in the first swim, Jake went into
the Island swim and Chris went
into the bailiffs. To be fair we were
all spread out which was a good
thing. It wasn’t long before the
rain started to come down and the
wind turned to a straight southernly
which is straight at me, so again for
most of the day I was sat behind a
letterbox!! It was so frustrating and
very boring. Later in the afternoon
the rain stopped which allowed me
to redo the rods and freshen the
areas up with bait.
A few hours later and the rain was
back and it was due to rain for the
rest of the night, the app stated that
the rain should stop in the early
hours and the wind tomorrow will
be 20mph west/south westerly and
the pressure is going down to 989
which for me is bang on and very
comfortable even if it does rain

The pretty one
again. After another quiet night I
woke up and looked out across the
lake, the wind was hacking down
this end, so much so I could see
white tip waves!!

Scott Grant
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last count there was now 10 of us
on all dotted around the lake. As
yet nothing has been out so I have
nothing to go on and have to sit
tight and believe in my approach
and location. At 4pm the wind
started to ease up and so did the
rain. After a lovely meal it was yet
another quiet night. I was starting
to think I had got it wrong but with
nothing else coming out I wasn’t so
sure.

Wednesday morning, I woke to the
sound of wind and rain, I looked out
the bivvy and the wind was again
hacking down this end and the rain
was yet again relentless. I felt I had
wasted the last 3 days sat in a bivvy
Normally with these conditions you when I could have been at home
would be confident as to how many relaxing with the family, but I keep
you’re going to catch but this is
telling myself you won’t catch them
Winter so it’s a completely different at home. Late afternoon I redone
ball game. It was a very slow and
the rods and changed the colours
boring day, and as I was more than of the pop ups. Even though I sat
happy with where the rods were
out in between the breaks of rain I
I decided to leave them in place
still hadn’t seen anything show, the
for the next 24hrs, and access the
last fish I saw show was on Sunday
situation tomorrow. I was constantly night. Darren a mate of mine turned
checking the weather and from
up and went into the pump swim on
tomorrow (Wednesday) the weather the airfield which was two swims to
is changing with higher daytime
my left. I had a quick chat with him
and night time temperatures but
then left him to get himself set up in
the pressure is also rising. The rain the rain!!
returned in the afternoon along
with a few more anglers, on my
Later that evening I had a social
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with Darren, every year my Mrs
makes me 2lts of eggnog which is
potent gear, but goes down a treat.
Between myself and Darren we
manged to do the whole bottle!!!
It was that good you didn’t realise
how much of it we were drinking
until there was none left. I went
back to my bivvy just before
midnight and had a great night’s
sleep.
Thursday morning when I woke
up, (slight hangover) I started
to feel very disheartened even
though I had stuck at it I just had
a feeling nothing was going to
happen. That all changed later that
afternoon when Darren landed a
23lb common, I recognised the fish
straight away and believe it or not
I caught the same fish at the same
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time a year ago but at 15lb!! so this
fish has put 8lb on in a year, that’s
crazy.
The weather had improved
drastically the rain had finally done
the off, the water temperature when
I got here was 5.5 degrees, which
has now risen to 8.8 degrees.
This is more like it and my fire has
been well and truly lit. After dinner
I settled down for the night when
I got a call from Darren, he had
another one in the net but this time
it’s a unit. I got dressed and went
straight round to him, with the lights
ready and the mat in place the fish
was lifted from the water and onto
the mat, when he peeled the net
back my jaw nearly hit the floor,
the fish was a stunning mirror and
looked a 40lber!! With the scales
zeroed it was time to
weigh her, the needle

settled on 41lb
exactly, the fish was a

stunner and a fish of
two sides literally, when
you look at the photos
it looks like a different
fish completely. With the
photos done and the fish
returned we celebrated
with a few bottles, I sent
the photos to Ben who
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confirmed it was a new 40 for the
lake and that Darren gets to choose
a name for her. I left Darren around
0100 oclock and after having
trouble sleeping the last couple of
nights, I hoped I could get a better
night sleep tonight. Once in the bag
I went out like a light It felt like I had
only been asleep a couple of hours
when my receiver let out a couple
of bleeps and woke me up, I looked
over and it was the right-hand rod,
It went quiet for a second or two
then went into full blown melt down,
I jumped out the bag and came out
the bivvy like a man possessed!! I
went straight to the rod and lifted
into my first fish of the session, the
fish was angry and keep ploughing
about which was a good thing as it
didn’t weed me up at all, and finally
I slid the net under a small mirror. It
turned out to be one of the recent
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stockies and on the scales it went
16lb 12oz. I was happy in the fact
that after all the hard graft I had
actually caught one. I gave Darren
a shout and he came straight round
and done the photos. I didn’t realise
the time and when I did look it was
just after 0800 oclock!! I couldn’t
believe how much I actually slept.
I sent Ben a photo of each side of
the fish and he said it was stocked
at 16lb 8oz so it was already up 4oz
which is a great sign. With the fish
treated and returned it was time for
a cup of tea then start a slow pack
down.
Just before midday as I was sat
having my last cuppa of the trip
my left-hand rod gave a couple
of bleeps, I walked over to the
rods and my braid was twitching,
followed by the braid tightening
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and ping out the clip it came
immediately lifted the rod and knew
from the outset that whatever was
attached was a good fish, after a
few minutes the fish weeded me
solid, I kept the clutch tight enough
that the fish could still take braid if
it wanted to, I put the rod back on
the rest and gave Jake a call. Ben,
Darren, Mark all came round to my
swim and Jake came across in the
boat. When he got to
my swim both myself
and my wingman Ben
got in the boat (life
jackets on) and I wound
us out to where the fish
was weeded, when I got
above the fish I thought
it would pop out the
weed bed, but it was
having none

The pretty one
Ben was on hand
with my phone plus
the others were all
taking photos on
theirs. I was in the
water holding the fish
and Mark was saying
mind your waders
but I couldn’t hear
what he was saying
and as I knelt to have
some pics done, I
could feel a flurry of
coldness came over
me more like the feeling of I have
peed myself, yes, you’ve guessed
it my waders were filling up and by
the time the photos were complete
my waders were full!! The photos
came out pukka and with the fish
treated with propolis she swam off
strong... I didn’t have a care in the
world I had finally achieved a goal I

Scott Grant
set myself at the start of 2021, to
catch a 40lber in each season. This
one for me was the hardest but the
most rewarding. A few hours later I
was all packed up soaking wet and
ready for home.
I would like to thank the following
companies for their products of
which I use in my fishing.
www.a2baits.co.uk
www.sharptackle.co.uk
www.castaway-pva.co.uk
In the Margin Particles (Facebook)
Carters Leads (Facebook)
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look at “In the margin particles” on
Facebook, or call Matt on 07739961966.
Carters Leads currently have an
offer on, buy 50 leads up to 4oz
for £37:50 which includes postage.
Head over to their face book page
for more information.
For all your PVA needs head over to
the brand-new Castaway website.
Where you will find an array of PVA
products that can help you in your
fishing. www.castaway-pva.co.uk
If you would like any more
information on The Dell contact
Michael Prior on 077678124462
and he will be more than happy to
help you.

The Creamy Toffee Boilie range
along with pop ups, dips etc is
readily available in your local
stockist, or visit the A2 baits website Stay safe and remember its only
for the full bait range. www.a2baits. fishing.
co.uk
For the sharpest, strongest hooks
Scott “Geezer” Grant
that don’t cost
a fortune, plus
an array of end
tackle have a
look at www.
sharptackle.
co.uk
If you want to
order the best
chillie hemp
by a country
mile have a
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Autumn Gem

1 SIZE 4 CURVE HOOK,
43
1 PIECE OF 25LB AQUASKIN HOOKLINK
3 PB COMMONS: 45lb 8oz, 46lb 2oz, 50lb 2oz

JUST AS SHARP
JUST AS STRONG
JUST AS RELIABLE
JUST BETTER VALUE

Sharp ackle
T
www.sharptackle.co.uk

Back On Nights
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by Barrie Scholes

Barrie Scholes
Having fished short day sessions
on a well-stocked club lake during
the winter (see issue 73). My plan
was that once April arrived and the
clocks changed, I would return to a
lake I fished last year in the hope
of tracking down some bigger carp.
Bigger being 20 pounds plus. The
short day session approach that
I'd adopted for the winter would
mostly be abandoned and instead
my fishing would take place during
the hours of darkness on quick
overnighters.
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a week. It doesn't always work out
that way as life can get in the way,
but the aim at least is one night a
week.

So April arrived and I did my first
night session of the year. Drinking
a cup of tea as the sun set, it felt
good to be back. The night itself
was pretty uneventful. Apart from
being woken up by two blokes
approaching my swim in the dead
of night. Thankfully I wasn't about to
be mugged as I first feared, it was
just two anglers arriving to fish the
The quick overnighter is nothing
swim next door. And despite the
new. I first heard about them
fact it was still dark, it was no longer
when reading the writings of
the dead of night but in fact 5am. It
Julian Cundiff in the 90s. He really
was freezing cold too and there was
popularised them with his exploits
thick ice on the unhooking mat and
on Selby Three Lakes while working bivvy, which somewhat dented my
full time in the court system. Going confidence in any action occurring.
back further than that anglers like
However, as night turned to
Andy Little were doing them back
morning I was chatting to the other
in the 80’s at Savay, and people
anglers, enjoying their company,
were no doubt doing them long
resigned to the fact I was going to
before that too. Anglers like Julian
blank, when there was a couple of
and Andy put in a huge number of
bleeps from my left hand rod. I went
overnighters per year, and hats off
over to the rod for a closer look
to them! But for me, if there is one
and eventually there were a couple
thing I am totally aware of it's my
more bleeps, enough to convince
own limitations, and there is no way me that there might well be a fish
I could manage 3-4 overnighters
on the other end. After a fairly
a week. I'd wear myself out in no
standard fight I had a lovely little
time! But what I can do, with a bit
mirror in the net. With its small tail
of planning, is manage one night
and fins and leather flank it
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reminded me of a miniature Yateley
fish. At 13lb it was not massive, but
it was great to be off the mark.
One of my little targets for this
year is to catch a brace of twenties
on one of my overnighters and
I thought I'd done it on my next
sessions. I was fishing the same
swim from which I caught my
PB, a 27 and half pound mirror,
from the previous year. Being a
similar time of year too, brought
back some happy memories from
that session. As I settled in for
the night I was feeling unusually
confident. There was a hard to
explain tension in the air as night
fell. I had that rare, almost sixth
sense feeling that something was
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going to happened that night. And
at 2:50am something did happen!
I was woken by a couple of bleeps
that developed into a full blooded
run and I connected with a heavy
resistance out in the darkness. The
fight caused me some concern as
the fish touched the edge of some
reeds to my left, but I managed to
free it before it then picked up my
other line. So, I was hugely relived
when I finally managed to bundle
it into the net. On the scales it
went 21lb 4oz, my first twenty of
the year. I safely returned the fish
and after about an hour of sorting
out the chaos that was my swim, I
was finally back in the sleeping bag
again with both rods fishing. I'd just
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nodded off when the same rod was
off again. A more standard fight this
time and I had another fish in the
net. It looked like a twenty all day
long but on the scales it weighed
19lb 2oz. My target of a brace of
twenties would have to wait for
another day but I was by no means
disappointed. Three fish in my first
two nights was a great start.
The end of that session saw the
arrival of the Easter Holidays which
meant spending some time with
my family at my mums caravan
in Wales. To digress a little, I had
some very sad news earlier this
year when my friend and neighbour
Mr Isherwood passed away. When
I was a young lad Mr Isherwood
helped me enormously with my
fishing. He was very much my "Mr
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Crabtree". After his passing his
family very kindly wanted me to
have some of his fishing equipment.
So, during our trip to Wales, I took
along one of Mr Isherwoods old
float rods and reels that I'd been
given. The plan was that my son
would fish with his carp rods, my
partner Jenni would fish with Mr
Isherwoods float rod, and I would
be ghillie for them both. The fishing
went well, my son caught a couple
of nice carp and lots of nice silvers
were being caught on the float.
However, the fishery were short of
maggots that day so would only
sell us half a pint. So, I'd bought
some pellets too. As the supply
of maggots dwindled during the
course of the day I started to feed
some of the pellets. But when I
threw them around the float the
blooming things
floated! After a while
these floating pellets
started drifting into
the corner next to
our swim and the
carp started taking
them off the surface.
I couldn't ignore
this opportunity for
very long, so I took
the float off and
swapped it for a
controller float with a
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chopped down scopex squid pop
up. After a couple of near misses,
I hooked and landed a little mirror
off the surface. It was only about 6
pounds, but it put up a great fight
on Mr Isherwoods float rod and reel
and in his honour we named the
fish Ted. My son later went on to
catch his first carp off the surface
that day with the same rod. Thank
you Mr Isherwood.
With Easter out the way my return
to the club lake was delayed
even further with having
no car for a week due to a
problem with the brakes. I
said life can get in the way of
that one night a week! So, it
was a couple of weeks before
my next night session came
around and I was chomping
at the bit to hopefully build
on the good start I'd had with
my first couple of nights. The
weather was glorious when I
left the house. Shorts and tea
shirt weather. But as soon as
I got in my chosen swim the
heavens opened so I just sat
under my brolly waiting for
it to pass before getting the
rods out. I wasn't in a rush
anyway to be honest as most
of my bites come after dark
or first thing in the morning.
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Eventually the rain stopped, and
I got the rods out. Sitting by the
rods watching the bats circle over
head as night fell I was feeling
quite confident. I struggled to get
to sleep that night, in part due to
some unearthly shrieks from a
nearby fox but also from the even
more unearthly snoring of one of
the other anglers on the lake. It was
around 1am when I finally dozed off
and no sooner had I done so I was
awoken by a take on my right hand
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rod. A slow and steady fight ended
with a good sized looking mirror in
the net. On the scales it weighed
21lb 2oz. After some quick pictures
the carp went back in the lake,
and I went back to bed happy with
another twenty and knowing there
was still time to hopefully catch
another one.
At 4am I was up again and playing
a fish. It felt like another good one
and thoughts started to turn to a
potential brace of twenties. All was
going well right up to the moment
when my rig came swinging out of
the lake towards me. Hook pull!
Damn it. Or words to that effect.
And with impeccable timing a day
angler appeared from nowhere to
ask if I'd had any luck. "I've just lost
one" I replied dejectedly. Rod back
out and I retreated to the bivvy to
sulk.
It was now daylight,
and the dawn chorus
was reaching an
almost deafening
crescendo. I was
dozing in and out of
sleep trying to summon
up the energy to start
packing up when
without warning I had
a good old fashioned
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screamer on the right hand rod.
Now there's an unwritten rule in
carp fishing that the faster the take,
the faster you have to get to the
rod. As a result, blind panic ensued
as I fumbled to get my B&Q clogs/
bivvy slippers on before dashing
out of the bivvy to get to the rod in
the quickest time possible. Having
lost the previous fish a rather nervy
battle followed but this time there
were no disasters, and it went
safely into the net. It was a nice
chunky looking fish and at 20lb
exactly I'd caught my brace of
twenties.
So that's me. Back on nights.
Hopefully I can now build on the
good start I've had for the rest of
the season. If you are thinking of
giving overnighters a go this year
here's some things you might want
to bear in mind.
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was catching ten fish
or more a night. Great
fun to start with but
far too tiring for it to
be sustainable if you
are to do overnighters
regularly.

Firstly, venue choice is always
critical in carp fishing but even
more so when choosing a venue
for overnighters. Not only will you
be considering the size of carp,
the surroundings etc but ideally
you should be choosing a venue in
close proximity to your home. Quite
often bite time is first thing in the
morning. So, the shorter your travel
time back home the longer you can
stay fishing in the morning
during bite time, before
having to pack up.
You don't want to be
fishing a venue that is too
prolific on overnighters.
That may sound a bit
strange, after all who
doesn't want to catch
loads of carp?! But I
fished a venue where I

Smaller lakes are better.
Time is very limited
on overnighters so by
choosing a smaller lake
it makes location easier.
During the summer months, when
the carp are most active, you have
a much better chance of being on
fish during your session if the lake
is small rather than a vast expanse
of water.
To make overnighters a success
you have to be organised. Not only
are the sessions short but they are
conducted under darkness for the
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most part. You don't want to be
wasting valuable time tying rigs
in the dead of night, or fumbling
around in the dark for some vital
piece of equipment. Having pretied rigs with you, everything in its
rightful place and the line marked
on your rods so you can hit the
same spots in the dark is a must.
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at the moment, which is great
when set up. But it's too big and
heavy and cumbersome for quick
overnighters in the summer. So,
getting a more compact shelter is
the next thing I'm hoping to change.

The phrase "A quick overnighter"
is one you hear quite a lot in carp
fishing these days, and it sounds
When it comes to bait we, all
pretty cool too, doesn't it? By day
have our favourite choices. But
you live the life of a normal citizen
whichever bait you use try to
with a job and family/social life
maximise its effectiveness, and
but once the evening comes, and
hopefully induce a quicker response darkness falls, you transform into
from the carp, by adding liquids and a camouflage clad, carp slaying
powders to them. Overnighters are superhero. Or something like that
short sessions so don't pile it in.
anyway... The reality is, like most
Most of my sessions when using
things that are worth doing, they
two rods I won't use more than a
can be hard work and tiring. But
kilo. I fish for a bite at a time but
with a bit of effort, planning and
always make sure I top up the swim being organised. They can definitely
after each fish.
be rewarding. Good luck.
One of the things I
need to get better at
for my overnighter
fishing is taking less
kit! I have tried to
scale things back. As
it makes setting up
and packing up a lot
quicker and easier.
But there's still room
for improvement. I've
got a brolly system
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Nightmare Session!

By Richard Handel
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Nightmare Session

We all have nightmare sessions and it's only right that I share this with
you all, as it goes to show that it doesn't always go right for everyone.
It had been nearly a month since I'd seen Ian, plus it is the first May Bank
Holiday weekend and you never know how many people will turn up.
So, after a long discussion about the weather, the possibility of the carp
spawning, and information gleaned from other syndicate members. The
first port of call was going to be the Daisy Field Swim and would take it
from there. I arrived just after 8 am and took a drive and walkabout. I then
headed over to that swim, there wasn't a great deal showing, in fact, I
spotted no carp. I was not really sure what to do other than follow our gut.

Daisy Field
So, that's what we did. We've four nights ahead of us and could easily
move after the first two (if we felt the need). I was fishing the left-hand
side as it really required casting out 30 plus wraps to get into the best
areas of the lake. I had a few options to my right, but I was very mindful
of the Island Swim being occupied over the weekend and this can cut you
off from the fish.

Richard Handel

Rod shot

Looking along the bank
I soon located the area I had found on my Deeper Page.
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Nightmare Session

Nice Deep Water
I thought I would hunt around
a bit more with the marker rod,
looking for a likely spot with a
depth of over 4 feet, to avoid
any swan issues. This can be
tricky on both counts in this
very shallow lake.
Once that was done, I got
about 10 Fox spombs over
each area, I find this is best
for this sort of range. I got
the coffee pot on and ate my
pasty, that Ian had kindly got
on his way here this morning.
Fox Spomb

Richard Handel
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On Target
I had to pop home late afternoon to take my daughter and friend to their
after-school club and then head back down the lake again.
I was soon back and the rods were on the money again. A few glasses
were had as the setting sun disappeared behind the trees.

Sunset
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My first take was on my left-hand rod. I'd forgotten how long it takes to get
a carp in at that distance, plus the odd knock of a boulder never helps!
Eventually, the fish was netted and on the scales.

Nice Start
That's a nice start and I will hopefully go on to catch some more over the
next few nights, unlike the last trip before the holidays, when one was it
for my three night's effort. I've just heard another carp crash out, as I'm
writing this, fingers crossed.

Morning World

Richard Handel
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It was a bit fresh in the night and I probably shouldn't have changed to my
summer sleep bag, just yet.

My home
What a lovely view I get out of my doorway and the prospect of a lovely
day could be on the cards. The forecast for the coming days is highs of 15
degrees and the lowest night is 4 degrees, that's tonight, then it's up to 7
degrees. The pressure is pretty high, but it's been like that for some time
and the carp I'm sure will have adjusted.
Mushrooms
The morning passed by with a
cracking mixed grill breakfast,
recasting, and trying to find a
better spot in Ian's swim that
could be a better option, but
alas we couldn't find anything
much better.
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Wraps
I had the pleasure of trying to
get more bait out on the spots
before I had a few glasses and
kicked back for the afternoon
and evening and enjoyed
another lovely sunset.

It was soon time to settle down
for some TV, as once that sun
had dropped it was heading for
the predicted 2 degrees and
a frost. I was halfway through
my film and the left-hand rod
burst into life, I was soon there
and picked the rod up, just as the fish jumped out the hook on a boulder. I
was absolutely gutted.
I got the rod back and shared my disappointment with Ian. I headed back
to my bivvy and watched the rest of my film.

It's another sunny day is on the cards, that's not been forecasted.
However, the wind is due to charge to the southwest for the next two
nights and the night temperatures are going up 8 degrees and with both
those charges, hopefully, this will increase our chances.

Richard Handel

Wind Change
Finally, something in our favor and the forecast is correct about the
weather - it's blowing South West and quite strong. With this, my
confidence had grown, so, I've top up the swim with more bait.
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30 Wraps
With any luck, this change will bring the carp more on to the feed. Night
temperatures are getting a lot higher and with any luck a bit of cloud
cover, there is even the possibility of rain tomorrow afternoon. It's looking
pretty good, only time will tell if we've got this right. It had been a poor
start, which can be put down to the incorrect weather forecast. The real
surprise is how clear the water is and the low level of the water, it's just
not rained for some time.
Some things are certainly meant to test our patience, just after 9 pm, the
left-hand rod was away more or less 24 hours after my last take. This
one stayed on for a little bit longer before it bumped off, I'd forgotten how
unforgiving this lake can be.
Unfortunately, this is something we've all become accustomed to fishing
the Airfield Lake. Knowing this still doesn't make it less painful to lose the
second carp of the trip. I've clearly found a feed spot, I just need to get
them to the bank. The only option I've come up with is to move my set
up to a different position and get the rod tips higher or position them at a
different angle, so the line is in a different position on the lake bed. I've
not fished this swim at this range before and I need to understand how to
avoid these obstructions, I've done this in many of the swims on this lake
and it works very well.
This trip has become a complete nightmare, I've just lost my third fish of
the trip and it felt like a much bigger fish, it was on for at least two minutes
and I was slowly gaining ground. I knew roughly where it was heading
and I stayed on the highest point of the swim. I kept gently pumping
away, walking slowly backward bringing the carp ever closer and this is
when the fateful hook pull happens. My hooks are extremely sharp and
the same pattern that I continually use with the odd issues on here (as
explained above), but three in a row this is really taking the biscuit.
With the rod back on the spot, the only option tomorrow is to move the
rods. I can't do it tonight as they would be too close to Ian's setup and
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would cause him an issue and could risk him losing a carp. I'm simply
going to have to wait and hope I fare better on my next take. It seems
crazy to have to endure this, or even except this as part of fishing here.
To an outsider looking in you wouldn't believe its possible. In front of me,
there are various gullies that drop down to 3.5 feet or some just touch 4
feet, however, you get plagued by birdlife and the only way around this is
by fishing in 5 feet of water and that's 30 wraps out. It brings me the takes
and at the moment, this frustrating run of hook pulls and I'm currently
wondering if I would be better off blanking. There's a part of me that's
pushing forward and will not give up until I solved this issue as I've clearly
found a pukka feeding spot.

Finally
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I've finally got one in the net, no doubt a lot smaller than the others I lost,
but it's a fish, and the hook hold needed forceps to get the hook out. It
just goes to show how luck must play some part in fishing. I'm definitely
a lot happier as I've now nearly landed 50% of the takes, amazing how
statistics make things look and feel better. I'm absolutely shattered,
hopefully, I can get a cat nap this afternoon - when the rain is due.
Ian has taken a wise choice and is heading home - he has admitted
defeat. Hopefully, the weather will be more accurate next time.
Grey day
I've taken action, moved my rods up the bank and closer to my bivvy. This
is in the hope I can get to them quickly, keep that line up in the water (and
the carp more), and stop them bumping out the hooks on the bottom. I
could use a Heli-safe setup, but I really don't like dropping the lead, as it
would need to be on every take. I personally feel that's littering the lake
bed which I something I'm not prepared to do on a regular basis. I prefer
safety clips that only drop the lead in a real safety situation for the carp,
rather than a needs most to land a fish.
Since the weather change, the carp have certainly been more active,
getting three takes last night goes to show you, and there's still activity
out there this morning. The next 24 hours conditions are looking very
favorable, so there's a good chance of a few more carp. Now that I've
had a take on the right-hand rod, the direction where to stick both rods
definitely needs thinking about more today before tonight comes.
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Rainy Day
The rain arrived a lot earlier
than we thought, but Ian
all but his rods in the car
and is planning on sitting
in my bivvy until he feels
it's home time. The carp
are still splashed about, so
there's a good chance of
a blank saver coming his
way.

Just after 11 30 am, my lefthand rod was away and I put my new plan of action into effect. I grabbed
the rod and slowly walked backward, only to have to give more line out to
the fish, it had an incredible amount of power, and I gained control (and
of my thoughts - after you had three hook pulls in a row, it can be hard
not to think of the past issues). I walked backward again, only to yet to
give more line out, I gained control again and this time managed to walk
backward and forwards a couple of times to gain line from the fish. It
finally started to kite left, which is away from the real danger area, I finally
started to relax and believe that it was going to be possible to get my third
carp in the net.
Right in the corner
It was now heading towards the corner, towards the reeds and a post
sticking out into the water.
This carp is a very crafty carp,
fully aware of its surroundings
and any chance to get rid of
the hook. I slowly turned the
carp and brought it towards
the waiting net, finally, it was in
there. I breathed a very big sigh
of relief, as this carp felt a
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similar size to the previous ones I'd lost.

23lb 1oz
That was one hard-fighting carp. The tails on these things are like paddles
and feel unstoppable sometimes. With that rod back out, I rebaited the
other rod before the rain arrived, now they were both on the same spot
and hopefully would give me another chance over tonight until I pack up
at noontime tomorrow.
The rain has really set in for what feels like it could be for the day. Ian
headed off when there was a lull in the rain. Hopefully, at some point, the
rain will die down and I can get outside for some well-needed food, if not
it will be inside cooking this afternoon.
Dinner is on
The rain has very nearly
passed and I've got the food
on, I can't wait anymore, the
only downside I've found so
far is cooking outside the
bivvy in the rain.
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The rain returned before 2100 hours, it's due to be about most of the night
and tomorrow morning, it also looks like a wet pack up for me as well as
Ian today. He did get his kit mostly in the car before it arrived, something
I may not be able to do. Let's hope tonight brings me more success and
less pain than last night.

Stuck in the bivvy
Another wet start to the day and a very disappointing night, not a single
beep. I've got a feeling that the guys to my right and left are fishing out to
the corners of the island and with the shallower waters than the previous
years I may well have been cut off from the carp.
Ian not catching to my right and no signs of carp there, it would make
sense, strange as it's not happened before, however, the water level
hasn't been this low at this time of the year, since I can remember.
The carp may just not be venturing right down here yet, it will be very
interesting to see where they spawn this year.
https://youtu.be/dhrleo5GUts
You're always learning with fishing and adapting to the situation, you can
never stand still and sit on your hands. This is why I love it so much and
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it constantly keeps me coming back for more. This lake is forever
changing, it gets frustrating at times, but it's never the same each season
and because of that I don't believe I will ever get bored of the place.
I've three hours left before pack-up time and I plan to be gone by
noontime - which is about an hour after I had the mirror yesterday.
Hopefully, I can winkle one more out before I'm off, the conditions are
similar to yesterday morning.
All done
We're all done with the exception of the rods and it's not looking good
for a carp this morning. The only thing I did differently last night was no
bait, I didn't feel the need and
both rods were on the same spot.
This is something I've done many
times before on here, and it's paid
dividends, I did my best, I turned
around a poor start into not a bad
4 nights out and I will be back
soon. I have 3 more weekends
before the next school holidays
when we will be away camping in
Wales for our normal week's trip
and it will certainly be good to get
back there again. Let's hope they
don't spawn before then as that
will put another spanner in the
works.
I hope you enjoyed reading this
and have taken something positive
from this article, as that's my main
point.
Until next month
Tight lines.
Richard
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DT Baits,
a new start
by Rick Golder

Rick Golder
At the beginning of
this year I was looking
to change to a new
bait company for the
coming season. Having
been with my previous
one for many years,
and not having much
knowledge of other
Companies, it was
all slightly confusing.
I am lucky in that a
number of different
firms approached
me and offered me
different deals, but for
me a quality bait was
far more important than
simply a great deal. I
have always believed
that good baits catch
more fish than others,
and for my own fishing
on different waters,
and all year round,
it was vital for me to
choose carefully.

As I began to research
them, I was impressed
with their select range
of baits, that have all
stood a serious test
of time. I knew of their
range from early days
of catching big fish
from rock hard lakes
such as Yateley car
park etc. I liked this,
as I consider myself a
big fish angler, and I
liked that the baits had
been doing it for so
long, without the need
to constantly bring out
new ones.

I spoke with Fenton,
the owner and again
liked his passion for
the company and his
desire to provide great
quality and service.
He kindly sent me
samples of the 6 baits
in the range, and I was
A good friend had
immediately impressed
mentioned DT to me,
with the quality of the
and I immediately
rolling, the make-up
knew this was a longof all the baits and
standing Company that even the packaging
had produced baits
was superb. I showed
since about the time
these samples to a
I began carp fishing.
friend with a good bait
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knowledge acquired
over many years, and
he said was I already
knew, that they were all
excellent. To be fair I
knew then that I would
happily fish with any of
them.
I took a drive up to
Essex to meet Fenton
and his team in person,
as well as having a
look round the Unit
there. I really enjoyed
that, and again the
professionalism and
cleanliness of it all
was awesome. That
visit alone made my
mind up that DT was
the way forward, and
the following week I
was lucky enough to
became part of the
team.
I suppose anyone
starting something new
after so long would
feel a certain amount
of pressure, and in all
honesty, I did. It was
early February, not the
ideal time to be looking
at easy results on
tricky lakes in poor
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winter conditions, but
I knew if I was going
struggle it would be
more location of fish
than bait. I started out
on the Cold Water
Green Beast, an out
and out winter bait that
has been regarded
as one if not the best
cold-water baits for
years. I knew it was
going to work, and I
loved the soft make
up of it and unique
flavour, that I would
give off maximum
attraction whilst slowly
breaking down in

DT baits, a new start
As we came into
March, with spring
approaching, I began
to think about what
bait I wanted to use for
the following warmer
months. I’ve always
preferred fishmeals at
this time of year, and
it was a difficult choice
between the fish blood
and orange, or peach
and sour cream, they
both looked fantastic.
However, every now
and then I’d grab a
handful of the N Blend
low temperatures. I
nut bait sample Fenton
took it first to a lake
had sent me, crumble
which hasn’t got a
it up in my fingers
lot of winter form,
and imagine using
as it is often flooded
that, it was so good.
during the months of
I’ve never used a nutDecember to March.
based bait before, and
First day, on flicking out it was so tempting. In
a pink wafter against
the end I went for the
one of the snags trees pukka fish mix peach
I had a ripping take
and sour cream, I loved
and landed a stunning the smell, coupled with
20 lb plus linear, and
the brown/orangey
soon followed that up
coloured base that
with a small stockie. I
spelt big carp to me.
was off and running,
With the coarse nature
and returned the
of the base I knew
following week to catch it would take on any
another decent mirror. liquid boosters I

Rick Golder
wanted to use,
something that I
consider a big edge
in higher water
temperatures. I had
used the Green Beast
DNA liquid in the
winter, and really liked
it, so I began to glug
up the fishmeal with
the fish pro DNA liquid
some 48 hours before
going fishing. I would
add a few squirts to a
bag of frozen boilies
and just keep shaking
it up over a couple of
days. This too was a
testament to the base
mix ingredients as by
the time I got to the
lake the liquid had
virtually all gone in, the
individual boilies had
a glaze on them and
were oozing attraction.
I took this bait to a
local pressured club
lake, and in three
single overnight
sessions I had 3 fish,
to 34 lbs.
At the end of March I
had a three night trip
booked to the stunning
Churn Pool in the

Cotswolds, and I knew
this would be a good
test for the bait. Again
this water sees a lot
of pressure, but to be
honest by now I had
the confidence that if I
could put it in front of
a fish I would catch!
I took the peach and
sour cream, and within
half an hour of casting
out I had a 35 lb mirror
on the bank. I followed
this up with two more
fish that trip, and my
confidence going
forward was sky high!
I had taken DT baits to
three different venues
in the month of March
and caught on all
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three, on two different
baits. That alone was
testament to baits,
and as I use a select
few rigs, I felt that this
summer was all about
location of fish now,
my bait and rigs were
sorted.
As I write this now I’ve
had four trips to my
syndicate lake, and
have fished in different
swims each time. I’ve
had 6 fish without a
blank, the best being
a 31 mirror. Things
look really good for the
coming summer.
Rick Golder.

New
season
prep
and
rambling
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Barrie
Dave Scholes
Locke
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Straight to the point.

ridgemonkey.co.uk

by
Andy Murray
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The Campaign
by Chris Flack

Chris Flack
With winter now a
distant memory it’s that
time again to get back
on the campaign trail
so, I’m going to do a
four part piece over the
next 12 months. You
can follow my journey
and hopefully it will be
full of adventures and
stunning carp, so let
me start by taking you
back to the end of my
last campaign and my
trip at the end of last
year.
It was a great
campaign last year
on my syndicate and
being my first full year
on there, I couldn’t
have asked for a better
start with plenty of
carp caught including
a couple of stunning
thirty pounders for my
efforts. I was more
then happy and to top
it off by catching the
lake’s oldest resident
a stunning fish called
Annie who I previously
wrote about a few
issue ago.
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With the New Year a
couple of days away,
I wanted to get one
last trip in before the
new year celebrations
began, so I headed up
to my syndicate lake
in search of an end of
year carp, I had picked
the perfect time too
with low pressure and
an unseasonably warm
spell, the conditions
were bang on.

after a walk around
I settled on a swim
which looked prime for
a bite. After a bit of
time passed I flicked
out the marker float, I
found 3 perfect spots
and with it being winter,
the weed had all but
gone, so I went with
my trusted Ronnie rigs
and they were soon
cast to their positions
and I was all set.

I opted to set up on pit
2 and to my surprise
it wasn’t too busy, so

As darkness fell, I felt
confident and that grew
even more when
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I heard fish topping to
my right and this was
soon followed when the
angler on the opposite
bank struck into a fish
and landed a mid-thirty.
The night passed
without any action with
only a few line bites
for my efforts. The
alarms remained quiet,
but the fish were still
in my area so I wasn’t
too concerned. By
mid-morning another
angler on the opposite
bank was also into a
fish catching, one of
the biggest carp in the
lake! At that time, I was
thinking I must be next,
as that’s two fish being
caught opposite me!

The Campaign
I decided to redo
my rigs, so I ready a
couple of my favourite
Ronnie rigs, I was
just half way through
baiting the second rig
when the alarm on my
left hand rod let out
a couple of bleeps,
looking up at the rods
I could see the rod tip
had pulled round to
the left then the delkim
burst into life, I was in!
Jumping up, I struck
into an angry carp it
was doing its best to
get as far down the
lake as it could but
with steady pressure
the battle was won
and I soon had a big
common carp sulking
in my net! I slipped

her into the sling and
readied the scales, she
weighed in at 34lb on
the nose and it was a
carp called the Snub
Nose Common and
this is now a new pb
common as well!
I was feeling confident
and buzzing for the
final night so I topped
up the spots with a
few more spombs
of bait and settled
in for the night, but
again just a few liners
through the night and
by the time the sun
rose in the morning
the alarms remained
silent, but I wasn’t too
disappointed and as I
packed away,

Chris Flack
I was thinking what a
great way to end the
year catching a winter
whacker!
So after counting down
to the end to the year
and welcoming in the
new one, I was already
thinking about my
next trip but it wouldn’t
be until the end of
January. It soon
arrived and I decided
to give pit 3 another go
as it had been so good
to me last year and
knowing this lake pretty

well, I felt this was a
good bet to start the
new year with. I picked
the corner swim (a
favourite swim of mine)
and with a northerly
wind blowing in from
behind the swim, I
could fish on the back
of the wind plus this
swim always gives me
a good view of the lake
as well, but sadly the
trip was over too soon
and no fish were seen
or caught, but believe
it or not, the angler
up the other end of
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the lake, fishing in the
face of the wind had
caught a low twenty!
Sometimes it just
doesn’t make sense
but that’s fishing!
The next trip was to be
a social on pit 2 with
my best mate and was
also to be his last on
the syndicate as he
was off to pastures
new, but again the carp
did not play ball and
the trip was over with
a blank for us both and
not the ending we were
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hoping for!
I got one more trip
in at the syndicate
before it closed for
a couple weeks as
during this period it
allows the syndicate to
see existing members
leave and new ones
join. I decided to fish
pit 3 again and this
time I fished a swim
on the other side from
my last trip, which has
a reed lined bay to
the right plus it has a
small gravel plateau at
40 yards. I cast out a
couple of Ronnie rigs,

The Campaign
one to the plateau and
one to a gravel bar
at 30 yards straight
out in front. I had fish
showing in the bay
near the plateau so it
was looking good, but
they seemed more
interested in sunning
themselves then
feeding. As it was only
a 24hr trip, it was over
with no action and that
would be the end of the
campaign for me until
the lakes reopened,
but as I look back over
my first full year, I can’t
be too disappointed as
it had been fairly kind

to me with 3 x 30’s,
6 20’s and 5 upper
doubles plus a new pb
mirror and pb common,
but now I have a
couple of weeks to
prepare for the start
of the new campaign
on the syndicate and
hopefully it will as
eventful as the last
one!
Until next time, tight
lines!
Chris
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ACA Bank Buddy
Waterproof Wireless Speaker has been designed and built with outdoor
adventure’s in mind,
A Great addition to your kit.
Product features include
Bluetooth connectivity
Hands Free Call Facility
Two Way Control
Visit www.acaproducts.co.uk
Aux Input
Built in FM Radio
Shock Proof

Only £27.99
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Long-Range Fishing
with Sammy

Sammy
I would like to keep this article clear
and simple so let’s start talking
about casting because obviously to
be able to fish at Long-Range you
need to understand the mechanics
behind a good casting technique.
Over the years lots of different
Carp Casting Techniques have
been developed by the best
casters around the world and the
most common question asked is,
How?....
“How can I cast further....?”
Well, for simplicity, let’s break it
down in to the two most basic
categories to try and make it easier
to understand. These categories
are Technique and Equipment....

Technique
This is by far ‘THE’ most important
part of Long-Range Casting and
Fishing...!
...and not just in terms of ‘Casting
Further’ but also ‘Casting
Accurately’...
The technique I use and teach to
others is a simple one and once
you get comfortable with it, it
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becomes second nature....You need
to practice in a field rather than at a
lake and you need to practice until
the Technique becomes second
nature...
First, we have the ‘Pulling
Movement’ (this is with your left or
right arm depending on how you
hold the rod, and it is always with
the arm that is in front of you...so,
If you are Right Handed, that is to
say, you hold the Rod in your Right
Hand and use the Reel Handle with
your Left, your ‘Pulling Arm’ will be
your LEFT ARM and vice-versa if
you are left handed..!!
It is this ‘PULLING’ movement that
is the Key to a Long cast....
Secondly, you need to ‘Increases
the speed of the Cast’ .....this will
then ‘Increase the Compression on
the Rod Blank’ and make the Rod
do what it was designed to do...
To help increase your speed, you
can do the following two things;
Keep the Body Loose and the
Mind Clear
Keeping your body loose at the
start will help with more muscle
involved during the cast and a clear
mind helps to have a better
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understanding what you need to do

performance.

Setting Up to Cast
When setting up for a cast always
look on a 45-degree angle - This
will help give you a better release
time and a much better overall
Casting Posture

A 13ft Rod allows you to make
the biggest arc when casting and
high Test Curve ensures you have
enough power in the Butt Section to
send a rig a long way out.

Equipment

RODS
For Long-Range I would
recommend rods that are 13ft long
with a Test Curve (TC) of 3.5lb3.75lb and the ‘Ringing’ should
be 50mm down to 16mm for best

...and don’t worry about your
height, when choosing your rods....
“Tallness” isn’t relevant when
choosing your rod, but people are
afraid of 13ft rods because of their
own height, but trust me, if you are
a 5.6ft you can cast a 13ft rod as
good as someone who is 6ft and
with ease too...!!!

Sammy
REELS
This is an interesting one as in
my extensive experience of LongRange Casting, all reels can ‘Cast’
and most people do not ever get
the maximum out of the equipment
anyway so there isn’t a specific
Reel, Line-Lay, Spool Length etc.
etc. that will help you gain ‘extra
distance’ no matter how expensive
or fancy the reel is because as I
said above ‘Technique’ is the key
followed by the correct choice of
Rods.
LINE
I recommend you use the
Thickest Line that you can
get away with, that’s right, the
Thickest, not the Thinnest....
If you are fishing straight
through or Level Line Fishing,
I would suggest 15 to 20lb
Breaking Strain up to about
0.37mm...
...and if you can use a ‘Shock
Leader’ the minimum line
diameter for me would be
10-15lb Breaking Strain of
around 0.28mm diameter
Katran do some excellent
Lines and all are designed
with smooth casting
properties..!!!
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If you have any questions, please
feel free to Message me via my
Facebook Page at
Samyy Energiee and I will be
happy to help. I also offer One-toone Casting Tuition.
All the Best
Sammy
Katran Fishing Line: https://katran.
eu/

WWW.CARBONBAITS.CO.UK
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Canadian Carping – A
Journey of Anglers, Part 2
John Bulmer & Will Muschett
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Journey of Anglers

The Canadian Carp scene is
evolving and growing like never
before. In our previous installment
we touched on our Carpy history
and how we got to where we are
today. Additionally, we reflected
on the evolution of the groups and
dedicated anglers that got us to
said point. Now let’s share with you
more of what Canada has to offer
on the Carpy world stage.
The Spring leg of the CCS SSF
event has just recently wrapped
up. A week-long event that
allows Canadian Carp Society
members from all over the world to
participate in some friendly angling
competition. Forty-six anglers
signed up to compete in solo and

team divisions in hopes of weighing
their top three biggest Carp over
the span of the event. Impressively,
of the many fish caught, twenty
one weighed in over thirty pounds;
of which, nine were over thirty
four pounds! Much like last year,
the SSF events not only bring out
the best in angler interaction, but
angler determination as well. The
competition was fierce and came
down to the last hours before
victory was claimed with the winner
weighing in a top three of over one
hundred and four pounds. With only
twenty-two pounds separating first
from tenth place, everyone was
really only one big fish away from
climbing the ladder to potential
victory.

Canadian Carping
With the Canadian Carp Society
now well into its second year, the
organization and interaction among
anglers through its website has
proven several things that anglers
abroad should take note of. For
those with a sense of adventure
and perhaps a desire to experience
the Canadian Carp scene (and
scenery), let us give you a sense of
the incredible journey that awaits
you.
Simply put, Canada has big, wild
Carp. Bigger specimens than many
of us even realized just a few years
ago. What were once regarded as
fish stories of huge fish seen in the
younger years of our parents and
grandparents
are now being
seen as fact.
Thirty pound
fish are visiting
the bank
to anglers
across several
provinces
almost daily
in our peak
season. Some
anglers that
specifically
target
these larger
specimens are
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consistently providing catch reports
of many thirty plus and high twenty
pound fish. Forty pound fish had
always been rumored to be seen or
caught, but now with the CCS site
and their unofficial records page,
these Canadian behemoth captures
are being documented. Catch
reports for these bigger fish in our
waters are painting a picture not
previously seen and more specimen
style anglers are jumping in the
mix. As amazing as the giant Carp
of Europe are, a Canadian thirty
plus is a genuinely incredible fish
to do battle with, particularly when
angling in a powerful river, like the
Niagara or the St. Lawrence.
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Canadian Carp “fight like a freight
train charging through a wormhole.”
Forget the gym. Put your gear
to the test. There is no room for
exaggeration here, Canadian Carp
are arguably the hardest fighting
fish in our waters. That in itself
is a statement given that pound
for pound, fish like the mighty
steelhead, smallmouth bass and
muskie are some of the strongest
and most pursued species here.
Doing battle with a Canadian
Carp of any size always catches
the visiting angler by surprise.
Our friend Paul Oxenham of New
Charfield, UK has visited a few
times and had this to say:
“These creatures are the
truly wild; not in the genetic
sense, I mean furious about
being
hooked, for what is
almost certainly the first time in
their lives. These magnificent
creatures seem able to
accelerate from a standing start
to 30 mph in seconds, your alarm
screaming and spool emptying
at an alarming rate. It’s almost
frightening to pick up the rod to
connect with this demon. Pick it
up you will, and what transpires
will be a battle that leaves you
shaking like a leaf, and rarely in
control of proceedings. Swearing

it must be 40lb plus, you’ll
probably be amazed to see a
solid, brisling and immaculate
20lb Common Carp roll over the
net-cord. Imagine what a 30 or
40 pounder could do, should you
be lucky enough to extract one
out from the vast shoals of our
favorite species?”
Long, repetitive runs and a
bulldogging brute force ability
to hold their ground makes it
sometimes difficult to know if you
are battling a ten pounder or a
thirty. However, when you hook
that thirty, you will know it. Lifting a
big Canadian Carp to the surface
in battle is not for the faint of heart.
And with the great variety of venues
consistently producing these fish
season after season, no two big fish
battles are the same.
Canada also has a lot of Carp.
That statement can’t even convey
the true reality of its meaning well
enough. An angler can visit some
venues for a simple day session
and give up by midday because
they've had over thirty or forty
fish in quick succession. Typically
“numbers” sessions such as this
are filled with smaller sized, low
singles to low twenties pound fish.
However, to consistently venture

Canadian Carping
out and have multi-fish sessions
is not rare. Some waters are more
prone to this than others and time
of year can be a factor. All too
commonly, anglers choose to drop
back to one rod at times simply
because they are having too many
runs and when fishing through the
night, pull in all together just to get
some sleep.

As previously mentioned,
Canadian Carp are wild. Free to
roam throughout the Great Lakes
and other locations across the
country. While some fish become
residents in lock systems such as
the Trent-Severn or in lakes like
the Kawarthas and in a similar
respect to UK fish attain names that
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anglers pursue specifically, the vast
majority of Canadian Carp have
never been and will likely never be
hooked by an angler. They have
millions of acres to roam in some
cases and it is only those special
occasions when some of the true
wild monsters get caught. This
adds to the mystery of just how
big our fish can get and how many
are really out
there. On one
of his visits,
renowned
angler Matt
Hayes stated
that it was
a numbers
game to fish
in the manner
that most
Canadians do.
Simply put,
when fishing
a mega water
like one of our
Great Lakes,
specimen hunting becomes nearly
impossible.
You may approach a location
knowing Carp are there, but you
have no idea just what fish you
may meet. One thing is for certain
though, battling big, pristine, wild
Carp is a dream of every Carp
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angler. Matt also stated that with the
naivety of the wild Carp of Canada,
anglers from abroad could really
hone in their fish playing skills, and
gain confidence in their rig tying.
This was because the number of
opportunities one would have in
Canada to catch fish in a week
of angling would rival the number
of fish even the most fortunate of
anglers in Europe would land.
When you match these facts with
other great features such as the
incredible variety of locations to
catch Carp from in Canada, as well

as the incredible wildlife and people
you can encounter while angling,
it's clear that we have an untapped
resource that is truly magnificent.
Many popular UK and European
anglers have visited our waters in
the past and the videos and articles
are out there for all to see. Some
stayed in specific areas waiting for
that big river beast, others had big
hits of mid-size fish for the sheer
enjoyment of it. Some have tackled
the multi species angle as well,
fitting Carp into their itinerary of
species to pursue that they can’t
get back home, only to return

Canadian Carping
in following years to chase our
Carp exclusively. Our friend Paul
Oxenham says it best:
“3500 miles by air to catch
Cyprinus Carpio, the species
available to me not 5 minutes
from my doorstep in the UK.
Must need therapy right? Not at
all. Canada offers true pioneering
angling for the adventurous
Carper.
Imagine the breath-taking
pristine natural lakes, often
thousands of acres and more,
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wide, slow rivers set in wonderful
scenery, and not another Carp
angler in sight. Heaven! This, and
the great friendships I’ve made
with some of the luckiest Carpers
in the world are what have made
Canada my favorite angling
destination.”
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Effective accurate and efficient
by Jason Kennerley
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Having not been out on
the bank at all this year
and with spring now in
full swing it was nice to
finally be out fishing.
Not having a specific
venue in mind this year

Effective, accurate & efficient
chance of a decent hit
of fish in the process.
Originally I was
supposed to be doing a
48 hour session which
later turned into just a
24 hour but never the
less I had a great time
while there.

corner of my swim and
after settling on a spot
at 19 and a half wraps I
got all 3 rods and spod
rod wrapped up to the
distance.

Drayton has a two rod
I have been racking
rule but my plan was to
my brain thinking
always have the third
of where to get out.
I was fishing peg
rod ready once I had a
Knowing I have a few
36 which is the first
fish in the net to quickly
trips coming up when
boards swim on the
put the rod back out
I'm going to have to be night bank and had
and a few spods over
fishing really accurate good form going into
the spot. I tied all 3
with multiple rods on
my 24 hours so I was
rods up on a lead clip
one spot I decided why feeling quite confident. set up fishing naked
not try and get some
Knowing roughly where tail rubbers no Tubing
practice in doing so. So I needed to be fishing
or anything fancy just
Drayton reservoir was I just had a quick lead simple but effective. I
the perfect place to
about towards the
pre tied 20 12lb illusion
do so and with a good boats in the far left
d rigs up at home

Jason Kennerley
using size 6 Fox chod
straight point hooks
and a Fox micro
hook swivel. Again
the rigs where very
basic but efficient and
effective. Each time
I landed a fish my
aim was to replace
the hooklink and tie
another up ready in the
rig wallet. Everything
was based on speed
and efficiency for this
trip along with being
accurate with the
baiting and keeping the

rods tight on the bated
spot. Hook Bait wise
I was using mainline
10ml barrel wafters
in both tuna and
pineapple small baits
but matching the spod
mix I was putting in. My
mix was made up of
mainly monster particle
hemp and maize and
I had 5 kilo of monster
particle banoffee boilie
crushed up separately
along with a few kilo
of micro pellet. I keep
it separate to get the
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best out my particle
leaving it covered
in water and some
particle syrup it stays
fresh a lot longer and I
mix the spod mix as an
when I need it. On this
trip I was using around
10 large Bait scoops
of hemp and maize to
around 4 or 5 scoops
of crushed boilie and a
scoop or two of micro
pellet ide mix it up with
a good helping of krill
spod syrup and that
was basically my mix
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very basic and simple
but it works. On the
start of the session I
spodded out 15 midi x
spombs onto the spot.
If any was to stray of
the line I’d stop them
wanting to keep my
spot as accurate as
possible. I got the
rods out on the spot
and had a quick take
only to lose it shortly
after hooking it. So I
got the rod back out
an all went quite for a
good few hours it was
now nearly 5pm and
I decided
just to add a
few spombs
over the
spot. No
sooner as
the 3rd
spomb
landed I
had a take
resulting in
a 21lb mirror
so I got the
spare rod
which was
resting on
the bivvy
straight out

Effective, accurate & efficient
on the spot put 2 more
spombs in and set
about sorting the fish
out but before I could
it was away again
resulting in a 17lb
mirror. By 9 o'clock
I’d landed 6 fish 2 of
which 20s and lost 2.
8 takes in a 2 hour
window. As the night
progressed I was like a
robot. I’d get the take
put the spare rod out
spomb again and the
fish just kept coming it
turned out to be a great
session landing 18 fish

6 of which over 20lb
and losing 5 mainly
down to my own errors
which I will correct
in the future but that
was what this session
was all about practice
really, correcting
mistakes and finding
my feet fishing out on a
small spot at a decent
distance. Thanks for
reading and hopefully
you’ll hear from me
again soon with
another tale.
Jason
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Wales Women v REME
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As a follow on from my article about the Welsh Ladies Carp team taking
on a team from the Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers the ‘REME
Carpers’ and winning the event for the second time, I profiled the Team
Manager, Rhian and the Team Captain, Kayleigh and as promised, here
are the profiles of the other anglers that represent their country....
Name:		
Natalie May
Occupation: Site Quality Manager (Lloyds Banking Group)
PB:		
PB Mirror 28lb 5oz PB Common 25lb 3oz
Favourite Venue:
Favourite Rig: 360 Rig
Time with the National Team? Since the start, six years ago
When and how did you start carp Fishing? I started fishing as a child
Float Fishing on the canals with my dad and brother. It wasn’t until I went
on a Lodge get away with friends in 2010 did I even know Carp Fishing
was a thing! I was hooked the second I felt the rod bend! I self-taught for
years through videos before the inception of the Ladies Team, the rest is
history!
Best session so far? International Tri-Nations 2018 Winning Gold on
England’s home water Wraysbury RK Leisure. Being boated out to an
island for 72 hours, hauling over 50 beautifully dark creatures.
What are your fishing goals? To be recognised as one of Wales top
Female Anglers, encouraging more
women to join the sport and to believe
in their abilities, ensuring juniors find
a passion for fishing and enjoying
nature!
Sponsors:
Sticky Baits https://stickybaits.com
DSD Tackle https://dsd-tackle.co.uk
Barton Leads http://bartonsleads.com
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Name:		
Samantha Roberts
Occupation: Warehouse Operative
PB:		
34lb 12oz
Favourite Venue: Caerphilly Castle
Favourite Rig: Blowback Rig
Time with the National Team? 6-7 years from the beginning
When and how did you start carp Fishing? I went with my partner at the
time and felt the adrenaline just watching him, tried myself and never
looked back.
Best session so far? International on Horseshoe Lake, Nine Carp in fortyeight hours fishing a UK Ladies Social.
What are your fishing goals? My goal is to beat the England Ladies in one
of our Clifford Cup matches.
Sponsors: Currently, I am open to offers..!!

Ladies carp Team
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Name:		
Natalie Hall
Occupation: Receptionist
PB:		
22lb 6oz Ghosty
Favourite Venue: Home water is Fendrod - Away water is Furzebray
Lakes
Favourite Rig: Stiff Hinge
Time with the National Team? 1 Year
When and how did you start carp Fishing? 4 years ago a friend
introduced me to carp ﬁshing
Best session so far? Catching 4x 20lb+ in a day session
What are your fishing goals? To travel further and to catch more!
Sponsors: Hobo Armour, Alpha Leads, The Squirrels Nuts
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Name:		
Charley Bunce
Occupation: Deputy Manager
PB:		
Mirror 35lb Common 25lb
Favourite Venue: Linear Fisheries
Favourite Rig: Slip D
Time with the National Team? 1st Year
When and how did you start carp Fishing? I have been ﬁshing since I was
4 but at the age of 10 my dad started carp ﬁshing and I naturally followed.
Best session so far? When I was on work experience at Abbey Lakes, I
managed to ﬁsh two of the nights and on one of them, I managed to land
a 45lb 8oz Mirror.
What are your fishing goals? Go as much as I can and just enjoy myself.
Sponsors:
Speero Tackle
Hinders Baits
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Name:		
Charlotte Blick
Occupation: Claims Handler
PB:		
27lb
Favourite Venue: Cefn Mably Lakes
Favourite Rig: Slip D
Time with the National Team? 4 Months
When and how did you start carp Fishing? I started angling roughly 3
years ago and was dragged to a day session by my partner and since
then I have become an avid angler.
Best session so far? My best session so far was with my ﬁrst outing with
the team. We went on a short 24hr session and I ﬁnally managed to land
my ﬁrst 20lb+ ﬁsh.
What are your fishing goals? My goals at the moment is to join the 30
club and to have a successful year with the team.
Sponsors: Tor Baits, DSD Tackle, Carbon Baits, Voodoo Leads
Ahead of the Ladies World Carp
Championships that are being
held at Linear this year, as well as
making history as the first Welsh
ladies Carp team to represent
their Country on the World Stage,
the team are hoping to raise funds
to help them along the way. If you
can help in anyway, please get
in touch via their Facebook or
Instagram pages.

It’s
all about the Timing.... Les Saisons
110
by Mark Carper
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The last week of May saw me and five mates head to Le Saisons in the
Champagne Region of France. We had planned and booked this trip way
back in October 2019 for May 2020 but things being what they were, May
2022 was when we got there...!!!
So, the ‘timing’ was off for this trip by two years and the ‘Fishing’ was off
by two weeks... Let me explain......
Two weeks before we arrived, the Carp Spawned and by the day we
arrived, with the exception of just a few smaller Carp, it was “all over bar
the shouting”..!
“Excellent” would have been the first thought of most Anglers, and we
were no exception to that and why wouldn’t we be, after all, food would
now be firmly on the minds of those Carp and for the majority it seemed it
was, but conditions were still “a bit tricky”, shall we say...!!
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It's all about the timing

After a long day, (some
of the lads had travelled
through the night or early
hours to get to our meet
up point in the UK ‘before
we then headed to
France), a couple of the
lads ‘Pub Chucked’ a rod
out but we didn’t really
start sorting swims and
areas until the Sunday
and within 24 hours, two
Carp had graced the
nets of two of us, Pete
with a 14lb (smallest of
the trip) and me with
an immaculate 44.8lb
Common (Third biggest
of the trip) ... and, by the following Saturday morning we had landed
thirty-one Carp and all six of us had caught. Pete was top Rod with most
caught in terms of numbers and weight but Carlos was the proud owner
of the title ‘Biggest Carp’ and his new PB at 46.5lb.. and three of us were
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securely seated at the
“Forties Table” (if you know,
you know...!!)..and the same
three just happened to own
the “Thirties Table” too....Oh
dear..!!!
Speaking of PB’s, except for
Denis and Myself, the other
lads all did a Personal Best
and two of them, Tom and
Adam, set their French PB’s
by catching their first French
Carp..!

As I have already mentioned,
between us we landed ThirtyOne Carp and, as most others would, we looked on that as being a great
session with four PB’s, three carp over 40lb, eight over 30lb and only two
below 20lb... we managed to land over 700lb of Carp between us...but...
and there was a but....
...what if we’d arrived three weeks before, ‘before’ they had spawned...??!
Now, I know this might sound a bit pathetic, but as Carp Anglers, we
always think about the “what
might have been” and we
probably all do that in everyday
life too... So, knowing that the
Carp we caught had all spawnedout and speaking to Marc and
Helena, the Fishery owners, our
thoughts were confirmed... Every
Carp we caught and that was
recognised from previous catches
was down in weight and this
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meant only one thing....
... the trip could have ended
with three ‘Fifties’ as all the
40’s had been out heavier
before, and several the
30’s would have been 40’s,
elevating this from a ‘Great’
session to a ‘Mega’ session
and even I would have had
a new PB...!!!!!!
However, it was what it was,
and we weren’t complaining,
just contemplating what
“might have been”, “what
if we had got here earlier”.
One thing is for sure, we are returning and for me that will be October this
year and then hopefully the group will be back March 2023.
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Anyway, enough of the “What Might Have Been” and on to the reason for
this report, which is to congratulate by mates on their new French PB’s;
Carl Hartley		
Pete Perrin		

-

46.5lb Common
45.6lb Common

First Carp from France
Tom Goyne		
26.9lb Mirror
Adam Tallett 29.12lb Mirror
Massive thanks to Marc and Helena for their hospitality and
congratulations on owning such a fantastic Fishery and Carp Stock, and
all your hard work is paying off.
There will a full review of the fishery in next month’s issue but
check them out on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/
groups/1614878528774012
Mark Carper
Instagram: @mark_carper257 / @talkingcarp.magazine
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Katran Reviews

With many waters, especially in the UK banning the use of ‘Lead Core’
and some banning any form of ‘Leader’ at all, and yes, I know all the
arguments both for and against the use of any form of leader, and some
European Commercial Fisheries also introducing bans too, there is limited
use for the Katran ‘Comodo’ product over here as the “lead” aspect
doesn’t seem to be the overwhelming reason for the ban, it’s usually
down to poor usage by the angler, the ill-informed angler at that..!!
Where there is opportunity to use a ‘Braided Leader’ however, the
Comodo comes in to its’ own and setup correctly can really assist you
in presenting the hook bait in the best possible way and it has a big
advantage over traditional Lead Core due to the amazing flexibility of the
product..!!
On a personal note, I have used this on several occasions but usually
when fishing on public waters in Europe and it does exactly what it was
designed to do...!
Highly Flexible and Ultra-Heavy...that’s the best way to describe ‘Comodo
Chain-Core’ from Katran.
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This ‘Non’ Lead product was designed to be extremely fast-sinking and
hug the contours of any terrain thanks to its uniquely designed and
patented ‘Latten Brass’ Core with a diameter of 0.9mm.
This inner ‘Chain’ is then covered in a material made from sixteen Tualon
Microfibers, making if extremely durable and abrasion resistant in even
the harshest of waters and has a Breaking Strain of 80lb...!
A 1m Length of Comodo weighs in at 0.20oz so, even though it sinks like
a brick (or Lead..?!) it will not hinder your casting ability too much either.
To Splice or not to Splice..?!
Personally, I am no ‘expert’ when it comes to splicing Braid, however, I’m
equally not a novice either. The Comodo has to be one of the easiest
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Braids I have spliced though and if you pair it up with the ‘Green’ Needle
from Katran, the one they designed specifically for ‘splicing’ then the job is
even easier....!!
My Spicing Top Tip;
1. Use the correct sized ‘Gated’ Needle – To often people try to use a
needle far too ‘thick’ for the task in hand... the finer the Needle the better,
but it must be ‘Gated’
2. Once I have removed the length of ‘Inner core’ required and
smoothed the ‘Outer’ back out, I then ‘wet’ the outer Braid before
attempting to insert the Splicing Needle. This holds the fibres together
more and allows you to ‘feel’ your way in without pushing the needle
straight out the other side..!
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3. Slow and Gentle is the key – Holding the Braid tight against my
finger, I insert the Needle with the ‘Hook Facing Up’ and not ‘Flat’.. again,
I find this allows me to find the centre of the Braid much easier...
4. Once inserted, slowly ‘Push the Braid on to the Needle’ do not try
and push the needle through he braid.. Pushing the Braid allows it to
‘Bunch’ slightly, thus aiding the process...
5. Once at the desired exit position, place the loose end in to the ‘Hook’
and ‘Close the Gate’ (allow approximately 1.5cm of braid to extend past
the hook..
6. Gently slide the ‘Bunched Up Braid’ on the needle towards the Hook
(the Gate will close at this point anyway) and proceed to gently pull the
Needle whilst holding the Braid close to where the Needle will exit...
7. Once the Needle is fully out, this is the time to adjust the size of the
‘Loop’ you require and then slowly tighten the Braid on to itself...
8. Repeat at the other end of the Leader and then you have a perfectly
formed and super strong Braided Leader...Simple..!
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9. Note: If you want to add a Swivel/Ring etc. You simply slide that on
‘Before’ you put the end of the Braid into the Hook (obvious I know, but I
thought I would mention it)
10. An alternative, if you want to add a Swivel ‘After’ you have formed
the Loop, is to simply ‘Loop the Braid through the Eye of the Swivel’
For those that do not want to make their own Spliced Chain Core
Leaders, Katran supply a Pack of Three ‘Ready-Mades’ in 70cm Lengths
– Check out their website details below.
So, there you have it, a superb Heavyweight, Flexible and Strong Chain
Core Leader with No Lead in sight.
Used correctly, this type of Leader can really help with rig concealment
and ensuring everything in the last metre or so, is pinned...but you must
be mindful of how you use it and how you set up your lead etc....your
main Line will break way before the Chain Core, so remember that and
what the fish could be trailing.
Katran Fishing
Line:
https://katran.eu/
Instagram: @
mark_carper257
/ @talkingcarp.
magazine
Facebook: Talking
Carp

Not Just a Wader Bag....
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by Mark Carper
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Wader Bag

If you are a regular user of ‘Chest Waders’ (or even just an occasional
user..!) at some point, you will have had your Waders ‘Rolled-Down’ and
sat on the edge of your swim, poised for action...waiting for that rod to ripoff so you can jump into those Waders like it’s a 999 Call...
...but before that, the inevitable happens...
The heavens open and down comes the wet stuff, ensuring the ‘inside’ of
your Waders get as wet as the outside, leaving you to step in to two cold
puddles of water...!!
If like me, you have already tried the usual ‘Plastic Bag’ over the top only
to find its’ blown away in the first gust of wind, or worse, it blows into the
water whilst you are getting your Waders on when battling that new PB
with one hand... Well, Bespoke Angling Supplies have just produced
the perfect solution to our problem, and they sent it to me to try out...
...the very first purpose designed Wader Bag / Cover...!!!
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Instagram Video
If you would prefer to watch me talk about and demonstrate the product,
you can view my Instagram video here...
Part One - https://www.instagram.com/tv/Cea6DK2jnO7/?utm_source=ig_
web_copy_link
Part Two - https://www.instagram.com/tv/Cea6eigj-mN/?utm_source=ig_
web_copy_link
Design
The design is simplicity itself, but the key is that the Bag-come-Cover
is totally Water Resistant and will keep your Waders dry even in the
harshest of downpours and unfortunately for me, I got to fully test this
during a recent French trip, where we were treated to an absolute deluge
of rain....
In Use
First off, this is a very spacious and extremely well-constructed product
that allows you to store and carry your Waders. It has two simple ‘Clasps’
that secure your waders inside the bag and a pair of strong, well stitched
carry handles.
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There is plenty of room for your Waders and a few other bits of kit too,
in fact, I carry all me ‘Wet Kit’ which includes my Vass Waders, Over
Trousers and Smock all together inside a NASH 210 Water Box and that
fits perfectly inside the Bespoke Angling Supplies Wader Bag/Cover..!!
Secondly, and the bit that this product was really designed for, is when
you take your Waders out of the ‘Bag’ and roll them down ready for
action... You simply turn the Bag ‘Upside Down’, place it over the top of
your Waders and Voilà, as the French would say...you have a ‘Wader
Cover’
The Cover
...You then ‘Tuck’ the side-flaps under the boots and that’s it, your Waders
are protected from the elements and the cover is secured in place by the
weight of the Waders...!!!
The Cover is big enough to ensure your rolled-down Waders are
completely covered all the way around and the Side Flaps ensure it stays
in place.... and once in position, the ‘Top of the Cover’, which was the
‘Bottom of the Bag’, has a strong ‘Grab Handle’ in the centre, so you can
simply lift the Cover up when required...Simplicity but so Effective...!!!
As I have said, I recently used the product for a week in France, where
Waders were necessary to safely land the Carp and it endured some very
heavy rain. It performed perfectly and was so quick and easy to use, it
wasn’t a hassle, even when I had three Carp within an hour..!!!
The Mat
The quality must be seen to be believed and the Waterproof Material
is first class, with a heavy duty Cordura Material on the outside and
then lined with the same material that they make ‘Bouncy Castles’
from, no water is getting through... the side flaps for securing the Cover
underneath the boots are plenty big enough for this to be done easily and
it also comes supplied with a padded ‘Mat’..
... The Mat is padded and made from the same waterproof lining material
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for securing to the ground... the idea is that if the ground is very muddy,
you can place the Waders on to the mat first and then the side flaps are
not ‘sitting’ in the mud on the bank as they sit between the sole of the
Waders and the top of the mat...!!
As I was fishing from a gravelled swim, I actually kept the mat in my
bivvy door way so it stayed dry and if I needed to put my Waders on, I
grabbed the Mat and used it to stand on as I swapped my footwear for my
Waders..... it worked very well and protected my bare feet from the stones
etc.
Overall, this is a very useful, practical, and well-made product that is
designed to do a specific job, which it does extremely well.
It is easy to use so doesn’t become a pain and it gives excellent
protection to the Waders both as a Bag and a Cover.
The cost, direct from Bespoke Angling Supplies is £35.00 inc. UK
delivery
You can contact them via their Facebook Page at: https://www.facebook.
com/groups/bespokeanglingsupplies/
Instagram: @bespoke.
angling.supplies
Instagram: @mark_
carper257 / @talkingcarp.
magazine
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How comfy is your fishing
129
chair?
By Anthony Wood
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Fishing chairs are an important part of your fishing armoury as you really
do need to be comfortable whilst fishing (especially as you get older)
otherwise you are going to be uncomfortable, fidgeting all the time and
generally just not enjoying your fishing as much.
The problem I find is that they are always so bulky and a pain to pack
and carry. I started looking around for other chairs that would be easier
to carry but still give the comfort I wanted for my fishing. From previous
reviews you may have seen that I am trying to minimalize the amount
of tackle, etc that I carry as I really do think it is starting to become like
moving house with the amount of tackle and accessories we take with us
in modern fishing.
The problem I found as a “larger lad” was that a lot of the small take down
chairs just weren’t designed for people of my size and were aimed more
at the skinnier person unless you are happy to pay over £100 for one.
I was beginning to give up on the idea when I found a company called
Night Cat I was actually looking at their waders (the waders are really
good quality and fit really well but they can be a little snug if you have a
bit of a gut on you) as I needed a new pair. I’d already decided I was
having the waders when their ultralight portable folding camping chair
caught my eye.
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Initial thoughts of the chair were that it was exactly what I had been
looking for and at under £40 it was a very good price as well but would
it do what I wanted it to? The only concern I had was that it was only
rated to hold 15st and a bit and I’m definitely more than that but it was
the closest I had seen to what I wanted so I thought the worst that can
happen is that I end up on the floor with a collapsed chair around me
(yes, my friends think that idea is highly funny and always have their
cameras ready).
If I’m being honest I didn’t even know if I would fit in the chair but it is
really, really comfy and as you can see it holds my weight (it actually
holds me quite well as just after this photo my Jack Rusell pounced on
me and was jumping all over me, making me move around trying to catch
her.
The chair is really impressive and you can easily set it up in less than 30
seconds, the carry bag turns into a handy little storage bag on the front
legs, the chair seat is made from heavy duty 600D Oxford fabric with
breathable mesh fabric making for an extremely comfortable seat. The
frame has a reinforced plastic centre with sturdy metal pipe work for the
legs and chair frame.
Follow Night Cat on their media channels www.facebook.com/
nightcatoutdoor, www.instagram.com/nightcatoudoor and you can also
purchase their products either from www.nightcat.com or they are also
available on Amazon.

Is your headwear
protecting you?
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By Anthony Wood
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Something that I talk about quite a bit is the headwear that you wear
whilst you are out and about enjoying your outdoor pursuits. I was out
on a fishing session a while ago and I had lost my hat, the sky was quite
grey and cloudy so I thought I would be okay.
How wrong I was, half way through the session the clouds dispersed and
the sky became an amazing clear blue sky with bright sunshine. Even
though the weather wasn’t particularly warm, by the time I arrived home
from the session I was as red as a lobster and my skin was pulling itself
tight.
The result was a quite bad burn across my forehead and on top of my
head where my hair had created a solar panel (yes, I have a bold spot
lol), a week later and I still have a red tinge and a few scabs where the
sun was particularly brutal to my skin.
It was time to start looking for a replacement hat and much as I love
wearing a good baseball cap, they don’t really offer all round protection
leaving your ears and the back of your neck exposed to the elements.
I looked through the various fishing manufacturers offerings but nothing
really stood out to me. I then, thanks to Facebooks “big brothers always
watching advert algorithm” found a company called The Amazonas
Brazilian Tarp Hat Company. The first hat that I saw was actually a
baseball cap but then when I went to their website I found a wide brim
walking hat (cowboy hat) which are my favourite style of hat as they are
very comfy to wear and very practical in protecting your head area from
the elements.
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So what made the Amazonas Tarp Hat stand out from other hats?
Normally you will find that a real cowboy hat is made from felt or straw or
occasionally leather (fashion has dictated that cowboy hats in the UK are
made from leather), leather is quite impractical as it holds heat, gets hot
and makes you sweat.
The Amazonas tarp hat is made on the edge of the Amazon rainforest
from recycled truck tarpaulins from open cargo trucks that travel
thousands of miles and are exposed to the red dust laden Amazonian
tracks where rain, sun and dust age the material in a natural way that no
factory could ever replicate.
Not only have these hats been re-waterproofed so that water just beads
off unlike cheaper hats, they also have solid brass eyelets that won’t rust
or tarnish in our lovely weather. Each hat comes with a unique story
printed in the crown giving you the heritage of the material and a rundown
of the Amazonas Tarp Company.
I’ve had my hat for a while now and it is so comfortable, the brim is wide
enough to protect my forehead, my ears and my neck. The material
although weatherproof is light enough to stop me from sweating.
Follow the company on their social media channels www.facebook.com/
tarphats, www.instagram.com/tarphat_uk and of course you can find the
hats on their website www.tarphats.co.uk
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Catch
Reports
Featuring -

D.T. Baits
Castaway PVA
Deception Angling
Nutrabaits
Brooms Cross
Lac Serreire & Badgers Holt
Plus all of your catches !!!
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Andrew Pendegrass
Reviews
Parco Italy

First of the weeks session and fell to a solid bag in 14 feet
A2Baits Banoffee the bait. 80lb 8oz Monster

Christian Whitehall
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So, I spent a lovely couple of
days at
one of my new syndicates. Arrived
Friday AM and had a good chat with
one of the 10-man syndicate as he
was leaving. I ended up in a swim
called the Channel. After spending
some time locating and placing two
rods, I settled in for the session
ahead, or so I thought? After a
couple of hours and taking a short
walk along a high bank towards
one of the other 3 swims on the
pool. The area was chocolate brown
and I just knew that they were just
ripping it up. So, I ended up moving
late evening to that area of the
lake. After a blank Friday night and
Saturday, even though I had received
fish clouding on both my spots?
I thought I was being hung out to
dry by these fish, and as it was a
small water. People believe it should be easier, well it rarely is when you’re at such
close quarters. But persistence paid off, with only half hour before leaving on the
Sunday morning. My washing line rig finally pulled up and out. After a short battle
my reward was a peach of a common at 14lb 12oz. Not a monster but that isn’t the
point sometimes. He had plenty of leaches on him and was starting to milt. So, there
was more than feeding on their minds, which came out the following day with them
starting to spawn. Fortunatley the EVG Diablo snowman combination of a 15mm
bottom bait and 12mm Pop Up, got me a take. Coupled with Poltergeist tackles
curve shank Teflon coated hook and components being the winning combination.

Connor Hughes
38.7lb Caught on a krill
boilie topped with half a
northern special with a
pva mesh bag of pellet
and goo.

Tom Simcox

138 using multi rig popped up with 12mm scopex squid pink
Caught
bushwhacked to an island accurately. The spot did me 4 bites,
landing 3 with one being the second biggest resident in the lake, a
27lb common known as Freya. I also used a mix containing 12mm
scopex squid freebies, pellet, sweetcorn, flake and syrup all from
the Nashbait scopex squid range
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Michael Ellis
Customer Michael
Ellis proves that
our Cold Water
Green Beast isn’t
only effect in low
temperatures
managing this love
30+ common from
a recent trip.

Chris Turner
Good friend of DT
baits Chris Turner
managed this
common that went
26lbs 8oz. This
was the pick of
the bunch from an
insane 20 fish hit in
9 hours of fishing
using Cold Water
Green Beast

Adam Barnsey
AJ Spooner

Team member Adam
Bamsey with an
absolute stunner
AJ with one of two
caught using our
fish he managed on
N-blend floater
a quick over nighter
pack. This fish was
between work.
stocked around 30
Cold Water Green
years ago and until
Beast proving its
then hadn’t seen the
effectiveness in the
bank, making it a real
cold temperatures.
special one.

Rick Golder
Em Williamson
Consultant Rick
managed this
Team member
beautiful
dark
Em Williamson
mirror
on his first
utilised our
trip out since
brilliant pineapple
joining the team.
baits sprays and
He
usedZig
a Cold
a trusty
to
Waterthis
Green
snare
lovely
Beast
pop up on
mirror.
a hinged rig and
matching free
offerings

Terry Canham
Terry Canham is on
fire of late and has
a new found love
for our cult classic
banana pop ups.
Tel’s managed a
great run of form of
late culminating in
this stunning 38lbs
9oz com

Terry Bell
Consultant Terry
Bell loves a
challenge, and this
stunning capture
was the pick of the
bunch from a recent
flurry of good fish.
upa fruit pop ups on
his favourite multi
rig and ma

Cameron Dodds - BFM - 26lb

Christophe Colard

James Kennedy - H&DAA Motorway Pond

Matteo Baronio - Trigga Pineapple & N-Butyric - 19KG

Yann Marlot - Canal Carp - 55lb - BFM

Najim Ben Mohamed - Trigga Ice

Andy Hyden

Damien Wheway

Mark Potterton

Andy Murray

Derek 'The Don' Ritchie

Ian Potts

James Kennedy

Phillip Jakes

Tristan Parsons

Reece Malcolm

Andy Christopher with the Bullet at 31lb 6oz

Chris Reilly with Big Deal at 36lb 6oz

Connor Heart with Courteys Fish at 32lb 8oz

Connor Heart with Shoulders at 32lb 12oz

Ian McHale with Square Scale at 30lb 8oz

John Hunter with Single Scale at 30lb 3oz

Leon Ridgeway with a personal best, Starburst at 34lb 10oz

Stan the Man with Pawprint at 31lb 12oz

48lb stunning common from Lac Serreire as part of a 32 fish
haul for Matt Ireland and Kevin Smith

53lb 12oz belter from Badgers Holt for Daniel Moore

59lb 10oz from Badgers Holt for Gregory Moore

Keith Williams with a 66lb 15oz beast. Part of an eight fish haul on
Badgers Holt
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Stoppos Fishery

one of the best runs waters in the
midlands

A limited number of season tickets Now available !!!!!

Stoppos fishery is a 2 and a 1/2 acre water situated in Lullington
South Derbyshire. Stoppos lake was excavated in 1998 as an
irregation pool. It was taken on in 2000 by locals John and Jean
Stevens and stocked with small carp. These carp have now reached
close to the magical 20lb mark and all fish are in beautiful condition.
The best way to describe this water is an exceptional runs water
with fish being abliging throughout the year. Some places have
become available this year. There are 28 fishing platforms available
and a secure car park. Fishing permits are for 12 months from the
day you join, permits are priced £90 for two rods. Night permits on
request. All permits are available from John who can be contacted on
07971854104
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Le Lees Carp
Fishery - France
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Now France has opened up !!! come
159
on guys & girls take advantage of
our deal....
We have decided to extend our deal into this year 2022. With
a chance of winning yourselves a free trip. So get booking
at just £150 per person per week, including an evening meal
and just a £50 pp deposit required to secure any date this
year.
We are just 3hrs from Caen, 2hrs from St Malo, 1 1/2 hrs
from Roscoff.
Win A FREE weeks fishing. Anyone who books a week with
us at just £150pp and catches one of these 2 amazing carp (2
tone or Hald moon) will win their next trip for free.(Drive
and survive)
Thankyou Matt and Tracie

Le Lees Carp Fishery

This months
advertisers ACA - Anglers Charity Auctions
carbon baits
Castaway PVA
Chef UK Carp
Deception Angling
D.T. Baits
GCT Angling
Mainline Baits
Nutrabaits
Pavyotts Mill FISHERY
RidgeMonkey
Serious Carp Socials
Sharp

Thanks for reading
Send your articles and catch reports by the
28th June 2022 for next months magazine
brian.dixon@talking carp.co.uk
mark@talkingcarp.co.uk
m.galli@talkingcarp.co.uk

The Carp magazine
for Carp anglers written by
YOU !!!!!!!

‘The Talking Carp Team’
Brian Dixon
Mark Faulkner
Dave Harnick Snr
Mark Galli

“Smart Liquid forms an essential part of my angling approach summer and winter. I use it
on boilies, pellets, groundbait and particles because I have proven in my tank that the fish
go crazy for it in cold and warm water.
They feed sooner, harder and longer when
it’s in the water massively increasing the chance of a pick up. I literally would not fish
without it now. Look out for Thinking Tackle On Demand at Embryo Broom this summer,
I smash the lake and have this mega mirror called ‘Bullion’ all using the Smart Liquid!”
- DANNY FAIRBRASS

FISH SMARTER
NOT HARDER!
Water is the catalyst to SMART LIQUID infiltrating its
underwater environment; throughout the lakebed and
bottom substrate horizontally then climbing vertically,
impregnating the water column with advanced amino’s,
palatants and highly stimulatory trace elements!
Due to Smart Liquids unique formulation, it’s impossible
to overload - simply add as required.
Available in four variants: CELL™, FISH, FRUIT & CREAM

WWW.MAINLINE-BAITS.COM

